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Abstract 

Mergers and acquisitions have attracted a lot of attention from the researchers as they have 

important strategic, monetary, and policy implications. The findings of empirical research 

highly depend on methods, data, and measures used, thus provide wide range of findings, 

therefore it is difficult to reach consensus in the theory. Moreover, with the most attention 

given to the large public companies from developed countries, some areas of the M&As 

activity remain under-researched. Therefore, this study concentrates on the Baltic States, 

which are dominated by small and medium companies. Thus, it is expected to complement 

M&As research field with some new insights on how well the M&As theories apply in the 

context of small, transition economies. 

The primary interest is to investigate how mergers and acquisitions affect post-acquisition 

performance of the target companies from the Baltic States acquired in years 2008-2010. 

Also, in order get a full view, pre-acquisition productivity is also evaluated to give 

additional insights on motives of companies engaging in M&As. The large sample of 

company level data from three Baltic States was generated containing 206 acquisition 

targets, which changed ownership during 2008-2010 years period and sample of 15 920 

non-acquired companies. Three different models were constructed with various dependent 

and independent variables and models were estimated using logit regression, ordinary least 

squares (OLS), and generalized least squares (GLS) methods. GLS method was chosen in 

order to account for such panel data issues as heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. 

The results obtained indicate that acquisition targets with higher productivity are more 

likely to experience ownership change. Furthermore, acquisition targets are more 

productive in post-acquisition period compared to non-acquired firms. When it is 

differentiated between foreign and domestic acquirers, there is no significant evidence that 

foreign acquirers are related to better performance of the targets. Contrary, there is weak 

evidence that domestic acquirers are able to choose better performing targets. Finally, 

sample is broken into three subsamples of small, medium, and large companies, and results 

imply that SMEs are more productive in pre-acquisition stage and have further 

improvement in productivity relative to the non-acquired companies of the same size. 

Large acquired companies do not differ in pre-acquisition stage from non-acquired 

companies and have no significant productivity improvements in post-acquisition stage. 
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1. Introduction 

Mergers and acquisitions (M&As) have interested researchers for a long time due to their 

strategic, monetary and social importance (Gomes et al. 2013). Even though, there is a 

large body of research, it still remains fragmented and inconclusive due to M&As complex 

nature. There is no one and definite answer whether companies manage to generate gains 

after engaging in M&As activities as well as on the question what are the primary motives 

driving the companies to grow their business through external expansion (McGucking and 

Nguyen, 1995). Just now, when Heinz is finalizing the takeover of Kraft, producer of 

processed foods, one can question the motives and outcome of this deal already as the 

processed foods industry is on high pressure and continuous decline due to the changing 

customers’ taste preferences and growing healthier eating habits (Economist, 2015). This 

example just illustrates how difficult it is to identify motives and outcomes from 

acquisitions precisely.  

M&As theories have taken two different directions – the ones explaining positive post 

M&As performance and the ones identifying possible reasons for the failure to generate 

value from M&As (Weitzel and McCarthy, 2011). It is expected that positive returns will 

be generated by economic or managerial synergies or monopoly power while value can be 

destroyed due to management opportunistic decisions. Much of the existing literature 

examine M&As theories by interpreting the average announcement effects to merger bids 

and report that shareholders of target companies seem to gain while acquiring shareholders 

lose (Malmendier and Tate, 2008). This creates gap in the empirical literature as it is 

mainly devoted to large corporations whereas small and medium companies (SMEs) are 

not covered by much research, mainly due to the lack of available data. 

This study is concentrated on M&As activity in the Baltic States, particularly on the 

acquisition targets from these countries performance. Baltic States mainly consist of small 

and medium companies, which have been long ignored by the M&As empirical research 

(Weitzel and McCarthy, 2011), therefore it is expected to complement M&As research 

field with some new insights on how the M&As theories hold in the small, transition 

economies dominated by SMEs. Another possibly useful differentiation could be between 

domestic and foreign acquirers as Javorcik (2004) indicates that the Baltic States have high 
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endowment of skilled labour, thus it can be expected that ownership change especially 

from foreign acquirers should generate positive gains.  

Problem statement 

The aim of this paper is to investigate M&As phenomenon in quite under researched 

context of transition economies. The primary interest is to investigate how mergers and 

acquisitions affect post-acquisition performance of the target companies from the Baltic 

States acquired in years 2008-2010. Also, in order to better understand the motives of 

M&As, acquired target’s pre-acquisition performance is evaluated. Additionally the 

distinction between foreign and domestic acquirers is made as well as between SMEs and 

large companies as it is expected that this will provide further insights on the outcomes of 

M&As.  

Based on the problem statement more specific research questions can be identified: 

1) Do companies with lower productivity are more likely to become M&A targets? 

2) Does target company’s performance improve after ownership change? 

3) Does small and medium targets’ pre and post-acquisition performance differ 

compared to large companies? 

4) Does foreign acquirer have higher positive impact on target’s performance 

compared to domestic acquirer?  

In order to answer research questions, comparative analysis on acquired and non-acquired 

companies form the Baltic States will be performed. Firstly, relevant theories and related 

empirical research will be investigated in order to develop specific hypotheses which will 

be tested in analysis part. Afterwards, unique firm level dataset of M&As in the Baltic 

States will be constructed, containing ownership, employment, and financial data of 

acquired and non-acquired companies. Analysis of the dataset will be performed and 

reliability of the results will be tested applying various estimation techniques and 

employing robustness checks on dataset and empirical model. 

Delimitation 

Paper is limited to target analysis as it is chosen to follow the works of Lichtenberg and 

Siegel (1987), McGucking and Nguyen (1995) and Gioia (2005), where the primary 
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interest is to evaluate the pre-acquisition and post-acquisition target’s performance which 

suggests possible motives behind acquisition.  

Chosen direction of the paper - to analyse target firm’s productivity, intuitively suggests 

that merger type deals are excluded from analysis as by definition after merger acquired 

target is incorporated into acquiring firm, thus the information on it as separate entity is 

unavailable. Nonetheless, this has a minor effect on analysis, because deals identified as 

mergers account for less than 1 percent of all deals in the Baltic States. M&As and 

acquisition terms will be used interchangeably throughout the paper. 

Motivation 

Mergers and acquisitions are complex, multistage processes, which have attracted interest 

of researchers from various disciplines for more than half century already and even though 

there is a substantial body of literature, it has not reached common consensus and remains 

fragmented with certain areas still under-researched (Gomes et al. 2013). Moreover, the 

research in this field on such countries like the Baltic States, where SMEs are majority of 

the firms and only several firms are listed in the stock exchange markets, can give 

interesting insights into theories of M&As. While several articles attempted to reduce this 

gap in empirical literature and examine the explanatory power of existing theories for this 

group of companies (e.g. see: Weitzel and McCarthy (2011), Gioia (2005), Arvanitis and 

Stucki (2014)), it seems that more research within this field is necessary to obtain more 

knowledge about M&As nature. 

Structure of the paper 

The paper contains seven main parts and is structured in the following order. After 

introduction part theory section will follow. It will build theoretical foundation of the thesis 

and will consist of two parts - first section will be theoretical framework and the second 

section – literature review. These parts will set the base for the fourth part - hypotheses of 

this paper. The fifth section will present data sample and methods of analysis. There 

structure of the dataset, descriptive statistics and empirical model, used to answer the 

research question, will be presented. In analysis part main findings will be presented and 

discussed. The last section is conclusion, it will summarise the results and provide 

guidelines for the future research. 
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2. Theoretical framework 

2.1 Main concepts 

Performance 

When speaking about company’s performance, one of the main interests is how efficiently 

it operates. Firm’s efficiency can be defined as optimal distribution of limited resources 

and its capabilities to reach sufficient production level (Ghemawat and Ricart, 1993). 

McGucking and Nguyen (1995) and other researchers find productivity as one of the best 

measures of efficiency. Productivity is as an economic measure expressed as an output to 

its inputs ratio. This ratio makes it easy to evaluate how efficiently company manages its 

resources to generate optimal levels of output (Syverson, 2011). Productivity can be further 

classified by the number of inputs used to estimate the ratio: single factor productivity, 

where single input is used (e.g. labour productivity) or multifactor productivity, where all 

inputs are included (total factor productivity) (Syverson, 2011).  

There are different objectives to measure productivity varying from tracking technological 

change to evaluating living standards; here this ratio is employed to measure firms’ 

productivity in order to identify the effects of ownership change. While total factor 

productivity is seen as more accurate way to estimate firm’s efficiency as it takes into 

account all inputs, labour productivity is widely used in the research due to the fact that 

data needed to calculate TFP is rarely available especially of the SMEs. For this study, 

labour productivity will be employed as performance measure. 

Mergers and acquisitions 

Mergers and acquisitions is a complex, not easily observable process, which due to its 

multifaceted nature cannot be easily generalised and its stages clearly defined (Javidan et 

al, 2004). Even though, there is no consensus on the boundaries of M&A process, the 

pivotal moment, which separates process into two major parts pre-acquisition and post-

acquisition stages, is when ownership of the target is transferred to the acquiring company 

(Gomes et al, 2013). Completion date is formal, outlined by law, clearly defined point of 

time when the ownership is transferred to the new owner and the acquisition is finalised. 

This two-stage approach is employed in this study and both stages will be identified and 

analysed. 
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What is more, different types of mergers and acquisitions can be identified most common 

being horizontal, vertical and conglomerate. M&A is horizontal when companies operate 

in the same industry, vertical when companies operate at different stages of production 

process at the same industry, and conglomerate when companies operate in two different 

industries and are not related (Gaughan, 2010). Behind each type there are different 

motives which drive companies to enter M&A deals. Horizontal M&A may be driven by 

such motives as efficiency gains or market power, vertical M&A can result from efficiency 

gains by incorporating different stages of production or by removing inefficient target’s 

management, and conglomerates can be motivated by the need to differentiate the business 

or increase financial leverage (Nguyen, Yung and Sun, 2013). These are just a few of the 

numerous motives scholars identified and built M&As theories on.  

Transition economies 

The Baltic States are called transition countries, which within context of Europe countries, 

can be defined as Central, Eastern and South Eastern Europe countries, which after World 

War II fell under control of the Soviet Union. After collapse of the Soviet Union, in late 

1980s and early 1990s, these countries started complex political, economic, and social 

reconstruction in order to transform from communist, centrally planned systems, to 

democratic, market oriented ones (Sinani and Meyer, 2004). While such planned economy 

structure slowed the development of these countries compared to Western Europe 

countries, these countries’ economies exhibit large growth potential.    

2.2 Theories of M&A 

The primary logic behind entering M&A process is that companies together should be 

worth more than independently. This is known as synergy – result of two objects’ 

interaction which is greater than their outcomes generated separately (Gaughan, 2010). 

This means that net value of the deal should be positive after expenses related to 

acquisition implementation and premium paid for the target are subtracted. On the other 

hand, there are number of researches which indicate that companies involved in mergers 

and acquisitions underperform and exhibit high rates of failure (Gomes et al, 2013). Thus, 

to address these opposing outcomes two broad categories of theories regarding M&As 

performance were developed: value increasing theories and value decreasing theories 
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(Weitzel and McCarthy, 2011). Table 2.1 illustrates the composition of each category of 

theories and their possible outcomes. 

Table 2.1 M&A theories and their possible outcomes 

 

Source: Weitzel and McCarthy, 2011 

2.2.1 Value increasing theories 

According to this school of thought, M&As occur due to possibility to create and exploit 

synergies, which in turn enhance the performance of the acquiring and target firms 

(Arvanitis and Stucki, 2014). When acquirer makes a decision to obtain another company, 

it normally expects that by combining the resources of two companies they should generate 

the outcome higher than if they operated separately. One can argue that not all motives are 

straightforward and can be easily observed, but it is still expected that even complex 

strategic motives should eventually result improved performance after some time through 

various indirect channels. As it can be seen in Table 2.1, there are three categories 

identified through which synergies can be realised: operative synergies (efficiency gains), 

collusive synergies (market power gains), or matching process (Weitzel and McCarthy, 

2011).  

 

Theory Outcome Motive Gains/Losses SMEs

Efficiency Operative synergies High

Market power Customer surplus Medium

Management to 

assets matching
Managerial synergies High

Hubris
Losses through 

overpaying
Medium

Managerial 

discretion
Valuation mistakes Medium

Entrenchment
Acquisition to ensure 

managers job position 
Low

Empire building
Acquisition to increase 

firm size 
Low

Value 

increasing 

theories

Value 

decreasing 

theories

Gains

Losses
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Theory of efficiency 

Theory of efficiency indicates that gains from M&As can be realised through operative 

synergies by combining assets and production capabilities or financial synergies. Cost 

reducing and revenue increasing synergies are identified by Gaughan (2010) as possible 

sources of efficiency gains. Economies of scale of scope are common explanations of how 

combined resources can generate higher value than operated separately (Gaughan, 2010). 

For example, after M&A companies are able to integrate the processes, remove duplicate 

assets and expenses in this way reducing production costs, which are now spread over 

higher level of output, therefore the cost per unit falls. Gains through economies of scope 

can be realised when companies after merger or acquisition are able to use combined set of 

inputs to produce broader range of products and services.  

Revenue enhancing synergies are harder to achieve than cost reducing and are less 

straightforward. Some of the examples could be when one company can provide access to 

distribution channels or new markets for the other, support new production line with well-

known brand name or by applying cross-marketing to each company’s products. What is 

more, in order to stay competitive in fast changing markets companies have to innovate 

constantly. Technology which is acceptable today might be outdated tomorrow. Thus, 

acquisitions might work well as a substitute for innovation (Hitt et al, 1990). Companies 

can acquire targets with superior technology which is different from theirs and by 

combining them achieve competitive advantage against rivals what would generally lead to 

increased revenues at the same time avoiding complex and costly internal innovation 

process usually with uncertain outcome. Also, company can increase its competitive 

advantage even though it does not have internal capabilities to achieve on its own (Granata 

and Chirico, 2010). 

Another source of efficiency gains from M&As can be financial synergies (Trautwein, 

1990). An increase in company size achieved by acquiring other companies may give 

companies access to the cheaper capital in this way reducing operating costs. Moreover, if 

company invests in unrelated business with uncorrelated or even negatively correlated cash 

flows, also known as diversification strategy, it can reduce systematic risk and in turn costs 

related to it (Gaughan, 2010).  
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Theory of market power  

Another possible synergy gain from M&As for the companies involved can be increased 

market power, which means that companies are able to set the price above competitive 

levels resulting in improved ability to extract consumer surplus (Gaughan, 2010). 

Trautwein (1990) points out that these gains from collusive synergies represent no 

efficiency gains, but the wealth transfer from customers to the companies. Horizontal 

mergers are most common types of M&As that generate market power gains, but vertical 

M&As can also benefit companies as backward or forward integration may increase 

barriers to enter and thus lower competition (Gugler et al, 2003).  

However, some researchers doubt the actual ability of M&As to generate gains due to 

increased market power. Gioia (2005) argues that antitrust regulations and competition 

authorities make it difficult to achieve monopoly rents as such cases when large companies 

merge creating substantial change in market concentration are closely revisited and rarely 

approved. Literature review by Jensen (1988) seems to support these arguments and 

summarises that empirical research suggests that gains are generated through other sources 

mainly efficiency gains. On the other hand, Weitzel and McCarthy (2011) links several 

studies that find increased profits and decreased sales after mergers (see: Sapienza, 2002; 

Gugler et al., 2003; Cefis et al., 2008).  

Matching theory of ownership change 

Matching theory for M&As developed and presented by Lichtenberg and Siegel (1987) 

argues that, acquisition is a mechanism to correct for lapses of efficiency. This theory is 

partially related to efficiency theory, but the difference is that efficiency theory assumes 

existence of synergy between assets of the acquirer and target, while matching theory 

indicates that there is ongoing matching process between owners and companies and the 

gains are realised when the right match is found. Weitzel and McCarthy (2011) simply 

explains that it is possible to achieve synergy by successfully matching bidder’s 

management and target’s tangible or intangible assets. Matching theory is developed on 

Jovanovic’s (1979) introduced framework which evaluates constant matching process 

between employers and workers. Based on the same logic Lichtenberg and Siegel (1987) 

consider that plant (operations part of the company) and owner (managing part of the 

company) constantly engage in matching process and plants with low levels of productivity 
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might be outcome of incompatibility between owner and plant (comparative disadvantage) 

or because of overall lack of managerial competences (absolute disadvantage). Thus, 

owner might decide to sell the plant and there will be another company with better 

matching capabilities willing to acquire the underperforming plant and improve its 

performance (Weitzel and McCarthy, 2011). From this reasoning two main implications 

related to companies engaged in M&As arise: 1) low level of productivity indicates poor 

match between plant and owner and induce ownership change 2) change in ownership will 

increase productivity of a target (Lichtenberg and Siegel (1987). Theory suggests that prior 

to acquisition targets will exhibit low levels of productivity compared to non-targets and 

that after acquisitions target’s performance should improve. This theory is clearly relevant 

in context of M&As target analysis as it provides straightforward indications on targets 

prior acquisition performance level while other theories mainly concentrate on post-

acquisition performance.  

On the other hand, McGuckin and Nguyen (1995) argue that the model does not take into 

account the acquirer side and is too restrictive to poorly performing plants as there are 

many motives to acquire productive plants like operative and collusive synergies. 

Although, authors acknowledge the fact that purchase is possible only when the buyer puts 

higher value on the asset than the seller and, if company is underperforming due to poor 

management, it is likely that buyer will value the property higher because of the potential 

to correct the lapses of efficiency (with potentially better management) than the seller, they 

still indicate that there is better options in the market.  

Nevertheless, this theory provides clear theoretical framework which can be easy linked 

and directly applied for the target’s performance analysis, as it gives clear indications on 

prior and after acquisition performance of the targets and reasoning behind that. Other 

motives while equally valid are more related to acquirer’s performance and their 

application to target firm’s performance is less straightforward. Therefore, matching theory 

will be used as a background theory for hypotheses.  

2.2.2 Value decreasing theories 

Lower part of the table 2.1 summarises theories which were developed in attempt to 

explain why so many M&As fail to generate expected positive returns despite all 

theoretical reasoning. As mentioned above, number of studies find proof that M&As fail to 
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create value, therefore M&As theories were added to fill this gap in theory (Weitzel and 

McCarthy, 2011). First two presented theories – theory of managerial hubris and theory of 

managerial discretion, are based on assumption that losses are generated due to overpaying 

or valuation mistakes, however managers made these decisions with expectation to 

maximise shareholder value. On the other hand, entrenchment and empire building theories 

indicate that losses are incurred due to the managers decisions driven by self-serving 

motives. 

Hubris 

Theory of managerial hubris in case of M&As indicates that, even through managers might 

have good intensions to increase firms value, due to excessive optimism they may over-

estimate potential synergy gains from acquisition and overpay for the target (Roll, 1986). 

Also, competition between bidders may result in paying more than the target is worth by 

overconfident managers resulting in “Winner’s curse”. There is highly increased 

possibility of failure as it is likely that the one who placed the winning bid overestimated 

possible gains and their abilities to manage acquired company (DePamphilis, 2010). 

Malmendier and Tate (2008) indicate, that overconfident managers are more likely to 

retain in-the-money options longer and find that such managers are more likely to make 

lower-quality acquisitions.  

Managerial discretion 

Jensen (1986) presents theory of managerial discretion and argues that the main driver 

behind unsuccessful merger and acquisitions is excess liquidity or free cash flow and 

capital structure could be effective way to avoid overpaying for the acquisitions. Managers 

of the firms with excess cash are expected to make positive net present value investments 

and when they ran out of good deals, they are likely to invest in less certain projects due to 

expectations of continuous growth.  

Malmendier and Tate (2008) also find relation between excess cash and execution of value 

destroying acquisitions. Managers who are not disciplined by capital structure tend to 

invest less time in analysing and searching for the best opportunities and are more likely to 

settle for questionable targets. So generally otherwise well-intentioned managers of firms 
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with excess internal funds tend to make fast, less challenged decisions than managers from 

less cash abundant companies (Weitzel and McCarthy, 2011). 

Entrenchment 

According to Shleifer and Vishny (1989), entrenchment effect is when managers primarily 

pursue projects that minimise risk of replacement and not out of profit maximising 

incentives. Entrenching managers will try to increase their individual value for the firm and 

thus make-manager specific investments that will make more costly for shareholders to 

remove him and the value will be reduced as available resources will be invested in 

entrenching assets and profit maximising opportunities will be missed (Weitzel and 

McCarthy, 2011). It is more likely that managers will engage in unrelated business, 

creating conglomerates which are more complicated, require more coordination, and it is 

harder to evaluate their performance.  

Empire building 

Empire building is another theory which suggests that managers acquire other firms not to 

increase company’s value, but instead to maximise their own utility (Trautwein, 1990). 

Managers may engage in M&As, which do not maximise shareholders value, but generate 

fast growth and managers will be able to extract benefits related to running large company. 

Increasing size of a company can generate such benefits like reputation, prestige, and 

power; it is likely that compensation for managers will increase with firm’s size and the 

size of the firm lowers the risk of takeover, thus it is also a way to secure job position 

(Thomsen, 2008).   

Theories discussed above shed some light why companies engage in this complex and 

usually with uncertain outcome M&As activity. As mentioned above, the primary motive 

should be that the two companies together will generate the higher value than separately 

and related theories explain how this outcome can be reached. However, empirical 

evidence suggests that many M&As underperform and are even value destroying, thus 

indicating the need for theories explaining such negative outcomes. 
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2.3 Applying M&A theories to SMEs 

Above section presented detailed overview of theories which covers the motives of M&As 

and from them resulting possible outcomes, however not all theories of the M&As are 

relevant in case of SMEs. As Gioia (2005) points out, theories of M&As are derived from 

the studies based on large, usually publicly traded firms, where there is a clear separation 

between the owners and the managers. Therefore, value decreasing theories, which explain 

underperformance, are largely based on agency problems arising from conflict between 

shareholders and managers. However, when analysing countries like the Baltic States, 

where small and medium enterprises (SMEs) dominate, some of these theories have 

limited explanatory power. This is the case when talking about acquisitions performed by 

domestic acquirers as foreign acquirers may be large, public companies. 

Weitzel and McCarthy (2011) depict this issue and provide adapted framework more 

suitable for SMEs engaging in M&As. Table 2.1 outlines motives and possible outcomes 

from M&A activity, while the last column is dedicated to SMEs and indicates how suitable 

these theories are in case of SMEs. First of all, value decreasing theories which arise from 

agency problems – entrenchment and empire building – are of less relevance as normally 

there is no separation between ownership and management in SMEs. Thus, because agency 

problems are not present in SMEs, it considerably reduces the possibility that SMEs 

engage in low value acquisitions. Remaining value decreasing theories - hubris and 

managerial discretion, might be present because of management valuation mistakes and 

overpaying, but Moeller et al (2004) suggest that it is less of a problem for SMEs as they 

have more flexible and straightforward management structure and incentives of managers 

and owners are better aligned, thus they are more likely to withdrawn before the deals are 

finalised if it turns out to be value decreasing during the process.  

Market power theory and the motives behind it - to extract consumer surplus, are less 

likely to be main driver for acquisitions for SMEs as even combined market share of SMEs 

is not likely to be enough to reach such desired outcome. This can be achievable in more 

concentrated industries however, authorities again might play important role in limiting the 

opportunities of such gains.  

Thus, from the table 2.1, it can be indicated that domestic acquirers, which by assumption 

should be smaller and less likely to be public (due to low number of public companies in 
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the Baltic States), may make better acquisition decisions as they are less likely to be driven 

by value decreasing motives. Therefore, one could expect that they would acquire more 

productive companies compared to targets acquired by MNEs. 

When turning to target companies from the Baltic States the same is evident – most targets 

will be small or medium sized. Several researchers imply that the size of the acquired 

company does matter when talking about M&As. Two theories can be seen as most 

relevant in presuming the pre-acquisition performance of the target – synergy motives and 

managerial-discipline motives. McGuckin and Nguyen (1995) in relation to efficiency 

theory suggest that companies engaging in M&As have plenty of reasons to choose 

productive companies over underperforming counterparts in order to exploit possible 

synergies. Moreover, they obtain relevant insight that large underperforming plants are 

more likely to be sold than to be closed down. Thus, it can be expected that, depending on 

the size of the target, different motives may be present. Small and medium companies may 

be more likely to be acquired seeking synergy gains, thus productive, well performing 

targets would be chosen, while large firms can be attractive targets even if exhibiting lower 

productivity levels, when it is assumed that the assets can be re-allocated and performance 

improved. Consequently, acquisition of large companies may be driven by managerial 

synergy motives. Thus, the research which is based on the sample of mainly large 

companies are more likely to obtain the results which indicate that target companies are 

less productive in pre-acquisition period. Also, large plants require more resources, capital, 

and expertise to increase their productivity, thus the time needed to witness possible gains 

may be longer. As in the context of the Baltic States, where the sample of targets is 

dominated by small and medium companies, one could expect that the synergy motives 

would be the main driver behind acquisitions and targets should exhibit high levels of 

productivity. 

2.4 Cross-border M&As 

Distinction between domestic and cross-border M&As is another factor which can give 

additional insights on what are the effects on the companies engaging in M&As. The 

volume of cross-border M&As has been growing worldwide and the main driver behind it 

is the same as for domestic M&As – the combination of the two companies should be 

worth more together than apart (Erel et al., 2012). However, foreign acquirer can be seen 
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as being in an inferior position compared to domestic acquirers as it has to overcome such 

obstacles like local competitors with better information, more complicated coordination 

from foreign headquarters, lack of knowledge about suppliers, buyers, recourses, local 

legal system, culture, socio-economic systems, and language (Dunning, 1988).  

Thus, it is expected that in order to engage in international M&As multinational enterprises 

(MNEs) should possess some kind of tangible or intangible assets to compensate for 

competitive disadvantages arising from operating in foreign market and to help to compete 

against local rivals (Bertrand and Zitouna, 2008). Markusen (1998) specifies that such 

assets can be superior technology, access to scarce materials, trademarks, patents, superior 

knowledge related to production or technology, managerial and marketing expertise or 

human capital and they are not easily accessible and transferable to local competitors. In 

addition, it is expected that MNEs will transfer this superior technological and managerial 

knowledge to the acquired firms and in turn they will enhance their performance (Bertrand 

and Zitouna, 2008). 

Also, as noted before, while MNEs possess comparative advantage because of which they 

became or are going international, they are running higher risk to engage in M&As based 

on value decreasing motives and fail to create value from M&A deal. Thus, even though 

MNEs might have superior knowledge or technology compared to domestic acquirers, 

agency problems increase the likelihood that managers of MNEs will engage in suboptimal 

deals. On the other hand, domestic acquirers contain better information about companies, 

markets, and economic environment in which they operate and have lower chances of 

being run by opportunistic managers seeking for personal gains. Thus, there could be 

theoretical argument indicating that locally acquired targets would be more productive in 

pre-acquisition stage and even outperform foreign targets after acquisition. 

In conclusion, this section presented main theories regarding M&As and the possible 

effects on the target’s performance. The theory on pre-acquisition target’s productivity is 

inconclusive as efficiency and market power theories indicate that targets should be 

productive, while matching theory indicates contrary - targets should exhibit lower level of 

productivity prior to acquisition. On the other hand, when company is acquired there is 

common perception that target’s performance should increase. As M&As is a complex and 

multilevel process, in order to get better understanding about the possible outcomes several 
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specifications should be considered like firm size and the country of origin of acquiring 

company. The following section will overview previous empirical literature regarding 

M&As and summarise the main findings. 

3. Literature review 

There is a large body of empirical literature concerning M&As, however there are not one 

and definite answer to the question whether M&As generate positive returns. While 

theoretical argument favours M&As and conclude that there should be gains for target 

companies, empirical evidence vary. Some researchers say that this field of research is 

missing well defined analytical framework and is at risk to fall into “specification trap”, 

while others claim that it is too complex and extensive process to be generalised (Gomes et 

al, 2013). This section will discuss several relevant studies and is divided into following 

manner: articles which study effects of M&As on targets, cross-border acquisitions and 

articles related to M&As and SMEs or CEEC. 

3.1 M&As studies on target performance 

Lichtenberg and Siegel (1987) analyse the relationship between total factor productivity 

and ownership change of the acquired plant before and after acquisition and base their 

study on matching theory of ownership change, therefore they assume that plants before 

acquisition will exhibit low levels of productivity which will increase after change of 

owners. They use balanced, firm level dataset of 20,493 manufacturing plants in the US, 

observed during the period 1972-1981. In the final sample, 82 percent of plants are larger 

than 250 employees, thus sample is mainly constituted of large plants and nearly 21 

percent of plants experienced at least one ownership change during the period of interest. 

One of the results obtained indicates that plants with lower productivity are more likely to 

change owners than more productive plants inferring that the poor match between owner 

and plant lead to ownership change. Another found result shows that plants, which 

experienced change of ownership, had higher productivity growth than plants, which were 

not acquired. 

McGuckin and Nguyen (1995) base their study on the matching theory of ownership 

change and test the validity of Lichtenberg and Siegel’s (1987) findings. Their unbalanced 

data sample includes 28,294 food manufacturing plants in the US observed in the 1977-

1982 period. During that period, 2,113 plants experienced ownership change. Authors also 
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distinguish between compete and partial acquisition to check for the possible effects of 

different acquisition types. The performance is measured as labour productivity and results 

obtained indicate that the plants, which experience ownership change, were highly 

productive at the time of acquisition and the type of acquisition – partial acquisition, 

divesture, or complete acquisition, did not have any significant effect. Also, plants after 

acquisition experience improvements in productivity. They also take subsample of large, 

surviving plants and find that large plants are less likely to be closed when performing 

below average and are rather sold and that partially explains the findings by Lichtenberg 

and Siegel’s (1987). Thus, authors conclude that matching theory has limited explanatory 

power and is mainly applicable to large plants. 

Gioia (2005) examine matching theory and presumes that acquired companies at first will 

demonstrate lower productivity which will increase after ownership change. Research is 

based on large unbalanced panel data sample of the Danish firms acquired in the period 

1991-1996 as well as domestic companies control group. The paper differentiates itself 

from previous research as majority of the companies in Denmark are small and medium 

sized. The results obtained are in line with Lichtenberg and Siegel’s (1987) findings and 

confirm that targets prior to acquisition are less productive compared to control group of 

domestic firms and there is significant performance improvement for the targets after 

acquisition. The same is found for acquiring companies indicating that acquisitions are 

seen as a way to correct for lapses of efficiency. Author corrects for endogeneity and 

selectivity bias, indicating that previous research might have underestimated the effects of 

M&As due to these biases.  

Study by Siegel and Simons (2010) use unique annual longitudinal employee-employer 

data on Swedish workers, plants, and firms during the 1985-1998 period. Approximately 

2.6 million workers, 16,000 plants, and 9,400 firms are included in the sample. Besides 

testing M&A effects on individual workers, in order to test Jovanovic’s (1979) employee-

employer matching theory, authors also examine the ownership change implications for 

plants based on Lichtenberg and Siegel’s (1987) modified version of matching theory 

adjusted to analyse ownership change at plant or firm level. Performance measures are 

earnings of individual workers, total factor productivity, profit, market share, output, 

employment, and average worker experience. The results obtained on firm level data 

support matching theory of ownership change as acquired plants demonstrate V-shaped 
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performance – decreasing productivity before acquisition and improved performance after. 

Additional implications are that improvement in performance is because of downsizing of 

the workforce and increased average worker quality for acquired plant. Thus, authors 

conclude that M&As lead to better match between plants and owners as well as plants and 

workers, therefore efficiency gains are achieved. 

Balsvik and Haller (2010) provide another study on acquired target’s productivity prior and 

post-acquisition based on plant level data and also differentiate between domestic and 

foreign acquisitions. The effects on target plant’s performance are expected to follow 

comparative advantage (same principles as matching theory) or synergy theories for 

positive outcomes, while empire building motives are identified as reason for possible 

negative outcomes. Study is based on large, panel data sample of Norwegian 

manufacturing plants with no less than 10 employees resulting in panel of 7,158 plants. 

The period of analysis is 1992-2004 years and performance measures used are TFP, 

employment, and wages. The findings are in line with expectations – foreign acquirers tend 

to pick more productive plants and domestic acquirers buy plants which exhibit lower 

productivity prior to acquisition. After the acquisition, the period of further productivity 

deterioration follows and it does not increase more than pre-acquisition levels for 

domestically acquired plants, while foreign owned plants exhibit further increase in 

productivity. It seems that domestic and foreign acquirers are driven by different motives – 

domestic acquirers expect to apply comparative advantage and correct for lapses in 

efficiency in acquired plants, while foreign acquirers seek for synergy gains. 

3.2 Cross-border M&As studies 

Benfratello and Sembenelli (2005) investigate how foreign ownership affect productivity 

of the target firms by using unbalanced data sample of Italian manufacturing industry 

companies observed in the 1992-1999 period. Dataset contains of 798 foreign owned 

companies and control group of 1228 domestic companies. Obtained results indicate that 

there is no significant effect on total factor productivity from foreign ownership comparing 

acquired companies to non-acquired. Such findings hold after differentiating between high-

tech and low-tech industries and “old” and “new” foreign firms. Only exception is US 

based foreign acquirers whose ownership demonstrates significant positive effects on 

acquired companies productivity compared to domestic and other foreign owned firms. 
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Authors argue that such findings indicate that the productivity spillovers from acquirer to 

target might be possible when the gap between target’s and acquirer’s countries is 

sufficiently pronounced. 

Salis (2008) provides another study on how foreign acquisitions affect acquired firms 

productivity by investigating 120 acquisitions of Slovenian companies in manufacturing 

sector acquired in the year 1997 and observed for six years. Panel data sample is formed 

from acquired firms and matching non-acquired firms. Acquired firm’s post-acquisition 

TFP is compared to the TFP of domestic firm which possess similar pre-acquisition 

characteristics. Authors provide twofold results – firstly, they find that foreign companies 

tend to pick more productive companies in most concentrated industries, therefore such 

issues like selectivity bias should be accounted. Secondly, the foreign owned firms in 

Slovenian manufacturing industry do not demonstrate higher productivity after acquisition 

compared to domestic companies two years after acquisition. Authors believe that results 

are consistent with previous empirical literature and can be explained by the fact that 

MNEs acquire already productive firms. 

Bertrand and Zitouna (2008) apply the same analysis method as Salis (2008) to test for any 

positive outcomes from foreign ownership. They examine horizontal acquisitions in French 

manufacturing industry observed during the period of 1991-2001. Balanced panel data 

sample includes 371 M&As and target performance measures – profit and TFP, are 

compared to domestic matching company’s measures to test for any positive results from 

M&As and foreign ownership. They do not find any positive results on target firm’s profit 

after acquisition even in the long run, but find that acquisition result in improvement in 

target firm’s productivity. Also, efficiency gains are significantly higher for targets which 

were acquired by foreign companies. However, when differentiating between EU and non-

EU cross-border acquisitions, positive results hold only for targets acquired by non-EU 

origin targets. Authors conclude that EU integration resulted in homogenous economic 

environment, thus improvements in productivity can be expected when the target and 

acquirer are more likely to differ. 

Buckley et al. (2014) present interesting cross-border acquisitions study based on 

evaluation of effects on post-acquisition performance of the targets acquired by 

multinationals from emerging countries. There are various concerns from developed 
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countries politicians and general public in developed countries about such deals, thus 

authors put under test how acquiring MNE’s idiosyncratic resources (like access to cheap 

production facilities and access to new markets) differ across various acquisition contexts. 

The sample includes 79 deals mainly from Russia, China and India to 27 EU countries, US, 

Canada and Japan, and 579 companies are observed during the 1999-2008 period, and data 

for both acquirers and targets is collected. The main findings yield that the target firms 

improve their performance after acquisition and the significant variables, which have 

influence on variation of target’s performance, are tangible assets of acquiring company 

and prior experience in acquisitions in developed countries. For experience variable to be 

value increasing previous experience in acquisitions has to be in developed countries, as 

for example experience by acquirer in greenfield investment has no positive effect on 

target’s performance.  

Piscitello and Rabiossi (2005) analyse the effects of acquisition by MNEs on target firm’s 

performance during the 1994-1997 period. Panel data sample is based on Italian 

manufacturing companies and final dataset contains 113 foreign acquired firms, 71 

acquired by domestic company and control group of 374 companies which did not 

experience ownership change. It is expected that companies obtained by MNEs will exhibit 

higher productivity compared to domestic companies after acquisition due to possible 

transfer of knowledge, technology, or gained access to firm-specific proprietary assets. 

Firstly, authors check for any variations in productivity prior to acquisition between 

foreign targets, domestic targets, and control group, but conclude that there are no 

statistically significant differences. Secondly, there is significant and positive effect on 

target firm’s productivity acquired by foreign company after acquisition. On the other 

hand, companies acquired by domestic companies do not obtain any significant increases 

in productivity. Performance of both groups is measured by labour productivity in the 

medium term. 

3.3 M&As and SMEs 

Stiebale and Reize (2011) apply different approach to evaluate cross-border M&As as they 

look from innovation perspective and then also make some implications on possible 

outcomes on target’s performance. The study is based on combined qualitative and 

quantitative innovation activities data and ownership data of German SMEs observed in 
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years 2002-2007 (2003 is excluded). The final sample includes 16,000 companies and 304 

firms that are owned by the foreign acquirer. The main findings indicate that the foreign 

ownership has a negative effect on propensity to engage in R&D activities, on R&D 

expenditure. This might be the result of relocation of R&D activities to foreign 

headquarters. It is not surprising in case of SMEs as MNEs might improve total R&D 

efficiency by relocating R&D activities from small and medium acquired companies to 

larger foreign affiliates. Moreover, innovation input, measured as product and process 

innovations, is not significantly affected by foreign ownership. From these findings authors 

imply that foreign ownership is not necessarily accompanied by technology transfers and 

efficiency gains for SMEs. 

Uhlenbruck (2004) provides a study on foreign ownership factors which affect the growth 

of targets from transition economies. Subsidiaries in these economies are characterised as 

lacking important resources, skilled labour, and know-how, thus author anticipates that the 

theory predicted target performance improvement might be affected by these location 

specific factors. Sample contains of 170 former state owned enterprises (SOE) from 

Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and is put under a test to find the effects of prior-

experience in acquisitions, prior experience in CEE countries, resources possessed by 

target firms, and cultural differences. Results obtained indicate that subsidiaries with prior 

acquisition experience perform better as well as the ones which are acquired by MNEs 

which have prior experience in CEE. There is no significant effect of targets resources on 

firm’s post-acquisition performance. Cultural distance between target and acquirer has a 

negative effect on targets performance. Intuition behind these findings is that the 

experience might play the key role in post-acquisition growth by subsidiaries, while pre-

acquisition resources do not have a significant impact as these might be location specific or 

cultural differences reduce the ability to exploit them by acquiring firm. 

Sinani and Meyer (2004) provide another analysis on one of transition economies Estonia 

and evaluate the existence of spillovers from technology transfer to domestic firms. 

Unbalanced panel data sample contains 433 foreign owner firms and 1,817 domestic firms 

which are observed during the 1994-1999 period. The effects of foreign ownership are 

measured on acquired company’s sales growth. The primary results indicate that there are 

significant spillover effects on foreign owned companies in Estonia. Other findings 

indicate that such firm characteristics like size, trade orientation, and ownership structure 
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affect the magnitude of the spillover effects. Small companies, non-exporting and outsider 

owned companies benefit the most from foreign ownership. 

Joze et al (2015) study analyses the effect of cross-border acquisition on firm productivity 

in new member states of EU (NMS). Panel data sample includes information for acquired 

and non-acquired companies observed in the period between 1997 and 2009 from seven 

countries: Bulgaria, Estonia, Czech Republic, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, and Slovakia. 

The primary findings are based on foreign owned targets and they indicate that target 

performance measured in labour productivity improves after they were acquired compared 

to non-acquired firms. This improvement was achieved by increased efficiency in the use 

of labour and capital. Also, on average, the targets demonstrate lower productivity 

compared to non-targets prior to acquisition. Another implication is that domestic acquirers 

also target less productive firms, however no productivity improvement is witnessed up to 

three years after acquisition. Therefore, it is evident that foreign acquisitions have 

significantly different effects than domestic acquisitions on target’s performance. 

To summarise, literature review provides wide range of papers with very diverse findings. 

The first part includes papers which provide the pre and post-acquisition performance 

measures. While most of the papers indicate that performance will increase after 

acquisition, there is less agreement on pre-acquisition performance. McGucking and 

Nguyen (2005) find that acquirers choose firms with high efficiency levels, while Balsvik 

and Haller’s (2010) results indicate that foreigners choose the productive companies and 

domestic acquirers get less productive companies. To continue with, another section 

confirms the necessity to differentiate between foreign and domestic acquirers as several 

papers find that effects on performance differ due to acquirer’s origin. The last section 

provides some relevant research based on SMEs or CEE countries. In the case of 

Germany’s SMEs, Stiebale and Reize (2011) do not find any significant positive effects 

from foreign ownership, in contract, Sinani and Meyer (2004) found that small firms 

benefit most from foreign ownership. Joze et al (2015) finds that foreign acquirers tend to 

choose more productive companies and improve their performance more than domestic 

acquirers. Even though, there is no consensus in the empirical findings, reviewing articles 

provide some insights into which variables should be accounted when analysing M&As. 
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4. Hypotheses 

Above parts provided theoretical foundation for the paper. In order to have structured and 

comprehensive analysis, this section provides several hypotheses which indicate 

expectations on the results which will be obtained in the analysis section.  

Theoretical part provided various motives and theories which suggest possible outcomes of 

M&As and literature overview section presented relevant research and empirical findings 

that tend to support matching theory of ownership change by Lichtenberg and Siegel 

(1987) as valid explanatory model for ownership change motives and outcomes. 

Theoretical indications that targets should exhibit lower performance measures, which 

should improve after acquisition, receive empirical support from the research made by 

Lichtenberg and Siegel (1987), Gioia (2005), and partially by Balsvik and Haller (2010). 

Therefore, the first two hypotheses are: 

Hypothesis 1: 

Target companies exhibit lower performance relative to non-acquired companies in pre-

acquisition period. 

Hypothesis 2: 

After acquisition, target companies experience improvement in their performance. 

Another relevant and widely researched theoretical indication is that foreign and domestic 

ownership have different effects on target performance (Dunning, 1988). This issue attracts 

much attention due to the fact that consensus on this question has not been reached. 

Theoretical argument is also twofold as there are arguments favouring foreign ownership 

because of the possible comparative advantage due to which MNEs are able to operate 

globally (Dunning, 1988) and which are expected to transfer to acquired company. On the 

other hand, in the context of the Baltic States, where SMEs are account for the majority of 

the companies, MNEs between the acquiring firms are more likely to be exposed to value 

decreasing motives driven by management self-serving motives (Weitzel and McCarthy, 

2011).The empirical research also obtains diverse results. While some find positive effects 

on target performance, other researches do not obtain any significant results. In case of pre-

acquisition target performance, Balsvik and Haller (2010) point out common assumption 
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that MNEs tend to pick “cherries” (productive companies) and Balsvik and Haller (2010), 

Salis (2008), and Joze et al (2015) obtain supporting results, while Piscitello and Rabiossi 

(2005) do not obtain any significant differences of productivity between domestic and 

foreign targets. Balsvik and Haller (2010) argue that such differences between domestic 

and foreign targets might be because of the different motives as foreign companies are 

seeking for synergy gains, while domestic companies expect that they can improve the 

performance of the targets – obtain managerial synergies. In connection to this, the third 

hypothesis is: 

Hypothesis 3: 

Foreign companies acquire more productive companies compared to domestic acquirers’ 

targets. 

In case of post-acquisition performance, the findings by empirical research are also diverse 

- Benfratello and Sembenelli (2005), Salis (2008), and Stiebale and Reize (2011) found no 

effect of foreign ownership on target’s productivity, while Balsvik and Haller (2010), 

Sinani and Meyer (2004), Piscitello and Rabiossi (2005), and Joze et al (2015) find 

significant improvement in target’s performance. Thus, it can be inferred that positive 

effects of foreign ownership prevail. 

Hypothesis 4: 

Companies acquired by MNEs have higher performance improvement compared to 

domestically acquired companies. 

Another relevant distinction can be the acquired companies’ size as McGucking and 

Nguyen (1995) and Gioia (2005) obtain empirically significant results when differentiate 

targets by size. They indicate that larger companies are more likely to be sold than closed 

when underperforming. This generally suggests that even though the plant is performing 

lower compared to other companies, due to its size it can still be attractive target for 

potential acquirers, who believe that due to their managerial expertise they can make this 

plant operate efficiently. Also, it can be argued that SMEs are more flexible and more 

likely to benefit from acquisition in the short term and this is supported by Sinani and 

Meyer (2004) findings.  
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Hypothesis 5: 

Large acquisition targets underperform relative to SMEs in pre-acquisition period. 

Hypothesis 6:  

After acquisition, SMEs demonstrate higher performance improvement compared to large 

acquired companies. 

5. Methodology 
This section presents data sample and methodology which will be applied in the analysis 

part. The first part of the section describes data collection, sample construction and 

descriptive statistics of the main variables. The second part presents estimation methods 

and discusses related issues. Then, the final estimation model is constructed which will be 

used to test the hypotheses in the analysis part.  

5.1 Data 
In order to answer the research questions and test hypotheses, dataset with comprehensive 

firm data has to be constructed. Three Baltic States – Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania
1
 are 

chosen as countries for analysis for several reasons. Firstly, these countries are identified 

as transition countries and, as noted before, there is a lack of research in M&A field on this 

type of countries. Secondly, these countries are homogenous as went through similar 

processes, regained independence in the nineties, joined EU in 2004, and adopted euro few 

years ago. Thus, it can be expected that conditions are quite similar and M&As are driven 

by the factors which are common in all countries, thus M&As activity is easily 

comparable. 

Figure 5.1 presents acquisition deals in each Baltic state for the years 2004-2013. While 

until 2009 all three countries exhibited quite similar patterns, in 2009 Estonia took leading 

position with highly increased M&As deals volume. This can be partly explained by the 

fact that Estonia was the first to recover from financial crisis, reduce its budget deficit to 

zero, and first to adopt euro between Baltic States (see: Appendix 1). Moreover, after 2010 

there is an upward trend in all three countries, only Lithuania had set back in 2012 and has 

exhibited lowest growth rate.  

                                                           
1
 Appendix 1 presents table with comparative figures for each country. 
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 Figure 5.1 Number of M&A deals in Baltic States in 2006-2013 

 

Source: Zephyr database, own computation 

In order to obtain sufficient number of M&A deals, three years limit was chosen, which 

also allowed observing the targets at least two years prior to acquisition and three years 

after. Therefore, in total companies were observed from 2006 to 2013. Such period was 

chosen as going beyond the selected years would significantly reduce the number of firms 

included. Also, it can be expected that observing companies for longer terms more factors 

have impact, thus more comprehensive dataset might be needed.  

5.1.1 Data collection 

After identifying that there is sufficient amount of M&As activity and the subject is 

relevant in the context of the Baltic States, the data sample with extensive acquisition 

activity, financial and industry data had to be built. In order to obtain the full sample of 

companies needed for the analysis, the data collection was divided into two steps – firstly, 

constructing sample for the acquired companies and then - for the control group. In order 

to create the list of companies which were acquired during 2008-2010, Zephyr database 

was used which contains comprehensive coverage of deals worldwide. The particular steps 

undertaken to sample the final dataset were selection of region Baltic States, time period 

from 01/01/2008 to 31/12/2010 and the stake of the deal at least 50% as it is assumed that 

in order to have any significant influence on the acquired company acquirer should gain 

the controlling stake. Then, data on company unique BvD ID number, name of the target, 

country, industry (NACE 2 digit code) deal type, deal year, and country of the acquirer 

were extracted. Data was manually checked and companies missing identification code, 
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industry, or acquirer country data were deleted. To continue, Zephyr database provide 

limited financial data, only up to three years, thus another database had to be used. For this 

purpose, Orbis database was chosen, which provides extensive coverage of more than 141 

million companies worldwide. Baltic States company information was obtained and using 

BvD ID number matched with the target company data from Zephyr database. The target 

companies’ dataset was complemented with such financial information as operating 

turnover, number of employees, profit before taxes and total assets for the years 2006-

2013. All target data was again checked and companies with no data, with insufficient data 

(company had to have at least operating turnover and employment or profit before taxes 

and total assets) and with less than four years of data (at least one year prior acquisition 

and two years after or vice versa were required in order to be able to measure the 

performance trend), companies which entered sample several times (repeated acquisition) 

were deleted. Companies with no data after acquisition are assumed to declare bankruptcy 

and acquisition is related to overtaking the remaining assets and not from the intention to 

operate jointly (what is not the interest of this research) or where incorporated into another 

company, therefore at least one year of activity was required to remain in the sample
2
. 

Also, companies with non-consecutive data where deleted to avoid estimation errors. 

The second dataset for non-acquired companies or a control group was constructed from 

the Orbis database. The first step in the search strategy was selection of the region – Baltic 

States, then, industry sectors, where no acquisitions were present during the period of 

interest, were excluded and the last step – selecting companies which had at minimum 10 

employees for at least one of the last 10 years available. This restriction was made as none 

of the targets had less than 10 employees for the entire observation period (there were 10 

or more employees for at least one year) and also to reduce sample size by excluding 

companies which have very limited data and most would be excluded after data check. The 

dataset of companies with data on operating turnover, number of employees, profit before 

taxes and total assets for the years 2006-2013 and industry data was constructed and then 

routine data clearance procedures performed. Selection criteria was as follows – companies 

                                                           
2
 Such exclusion can be in part also justified by Balsvik and Haller (2010) findings which indicate that 

companies which exit close to ownership change exhibit significant negative performance for entire period of 

interest indicating that not acquisitions were undertaken to generate synergies but for other non-operating 

motives.. Also, even if some targets are actually happened to be „lemons“ the number of such cosed 

companies after acquisition is low in regards of overall sample thus it is assumed that it should not cause bias 

in the results. 
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should have both variables used for at least one dependent variable calculation (labour 

productivity or ROA) operating turnover - employment or profit before taxes – total assets. 

Secondly, companies with non-consecutive years data were eliminated to avoid estimation 

errors. Finally, companies should contain financial data for at least three successive years. 

Such criterion was chosen in order to obtain companies for which there would be possible 

to observe changes in performance in several years and compare them against target 

performance. Moreover, variables in both samples are deflated using 2006 prices of each 

country. Another important issue was to remove outliers from the sample. Frank and Goyal 

(2007) suggested practice is to remove 0.5% of observations with highest and lowest 

values from the sample and it was applied here by eliminating extreme values from each 

side of the distribution, which could distort the estimation results. 

5.1.2 Final dataset 

The final dataset was obtained by merging targets’ and control group samples and 

unbalanced panel data dataset was generated. Baltagi (2005) identifies such panel data 

advantages like more informative data with less collinearity among variables, more 

variability and degrees of freedom. It also allows analysing more complex cases like 

dynamics of changes which cannot be observed by pure cross-section or time series data 

(Gujarati and Porter, 2009). Moreover, unbalanced data sample structure was chosen in 

order to avoid survivorship bias (Greene, 2008). When the sample includes only companies 

which contain data for all years of interest, all of the other firms which went bankrupt or 

entered later are left out, thus only surviving companies, which in general are more 

successful and productive, would be included and may provide biased results. This 

identified as shortcoming in Lichtenberg and Siegel’s (1987) work by McGucking and 

Nguyen (1995) indicating that results are applicable only to surviving firms and give 

limited explanatory power. Final sample in total contains 206 companies acquired in 2008-

2010 period and 15 921 companies in the control group. All companies are observed 

through eight years period and include financial, ownership change and industry data. 

There are 51 industry included in the sample sorted by NACE Rev.2 two digit codes. Only 

those industries are included in which there was acquisition activity (see Appendix 2 for 

full list of industries and number of acquired companies and control group in each 

industry). The acquisition activity highly varies in each industry from 1 acquisition in for 

example in textile manufacturing industry to 16 acquisitions in retail trade industry. 
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Agriculture sector has the lowest number of acquisitions, while service sector accounted 

for the most acquisitions. 

Table 5.1 presents number of acquisitions for each year and it can be seen that there are no 

large differences in activity from year to year in the chosen period, only slight upward 

trend can be observed which is also present in figure 5.1. Also, sample follows the pattern 

presented in figure 5.1 in relation to division of acquisitions between countries with quite 

similar amounts in 2008 and Estonia having most acquisitions in 2009 and 2010. In table 

5.1 there is a further differentiation between domestic and foreign acquirers. In 2008 

foreign acquirers were dominating the acquisition market, while in 2009 and 2010 there is 

reverse pattern as domestic acquirers were more active. One reason for such reverse in 

acquisition might be global financial crisis and increased risk slowed international M&As 

activity in the Baltic States. In total there are 84 foreign and 122 domestic acquisitions. 

Table 5.1 Number of acquisitions by year and type of acquirer 

Target sample 2008 2009 2010 Total 

Acquired companies 63 70 73 206 

Domestic acquirer 23 48 50 122 

Foreign acquirer 40 22 23 84 

Another important distinction for the analysis is between small, medium, and large 

companies. The three subsamples were created based on European Commission suggested 

definition of large, medium, and small firms, presented in table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Size criteria for categorising companies 

Company category Employees Turnover Total assets 

Small < 50 ≤ € 10 m ≤ € 10 m 

Medium < 250 ≤ € 50 m ≤ € 43 m 

Large > 250 ≥ € 50 m ≥ € 43 m 

Source: EU recommendation 2003/361; Turnover and Total assets in million Euros 

For this paper, it was chosen to divide companies into categories based on their number of 

employees, which is common practice (see e.g.: Sinani and Meyer, 2004) and, if the data 

on employment is not available, one of the two other measures suggested is used to add 

category for the company with missing values. Table 5.3 presents the number of 

companies divided by the size category, from small to large firms. From this table it can be 

clearly seen in the context of transition economies, it is important to take into account 
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SMEs when analysing M&As, as 80% of all acquired companies during 3 years period 

were small or medium-sized. In control group sample, which to greater or lesser extent 

should reflect the true population of the non-acquired companies, the share of SMEs is 

even higher and represents 97% of the sample.  Large companies account for 20% of 

acquisition targets and this percentage significantly exceeds their representation of control 

group sample where they account only for 3%, indicating that relative to their control 

group size large companies have high probability to become targets. 

Table 5.3 Number of companies by size and sub-sample type 

Company category 
Targets Control group 

No of companies % of Total No of companies % of Total 

Small                   107    52%              13 067    82% 

Medium                    59    29%                2 458    15% 

Large                    40   19%                   395    3% 

 

5.1.3 Descriptive statistics 

In order to get primary insights on the company performance the data on turnover, 

employment, return on assets (ROA) and labour productivity (LP) are provided in table 5.4 

for sample of all companies and subsamples of acquired and non-acquired companies. 

Form this table it can be seen that on average target companies are more productive, have 

more employees and larger operating turnover than companies in non-acquired sample. 

Nonetheless all maximum values are obtained in the sample of the non-acquired firms. 

Mean labour productivity of acquired firms is twice as large as mean value for non-

acquired firms. However, it does not mean that results will necessarily indicate that targets 

will be more productive as these are just indicative numbers and much more advanced 

analysis is needed. 
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Table 5.4 Descriptive statistics for all, acquired and non-acquired companies 

 

Note: Obs - number of observations, Turnover is in thousands of euros, LP – labour productivity 

5.2 Methods 
Further methodology section will present the dependent and independent variables used in 

the estimation, models applied in analysis section, discuss possible estimation issues and 

methods available in order to avoid inconsistent estimations. Also, additional models and 

different dependent variable estimations are presented which will be performed in order to 

test the validity of the findings.  

5.2.1 Performance measures 

As mentioned in the theory part, there are various different techniques to measure firm 

performance and the best-known measure of firm’s efficiency is productivity. Also, 

McGucking and Nguyen (1995) indicate that in practice, labour productivity (LP) is widely 

used due to its lower demands for data needed to estimate the ratio. The basic specification 

for calculating labour productivity can be written as:  

𝐿𝑃𝑖𝑡 =
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑡
𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡

 

Where Output is measured as operating revenue for i firm at time t and j industry and 

labour is measured by the total number of employees.  There are several possible 

All Obs Mean Std Dev Min Max

Turnover         120 027        4 308,38      21 906,78                0,02      1 357 671,00   

Employment         119 501             46,70           168,96                1,00           12 417,00   

ROA           97 256   -           0,44             75,22   -  15 575,76                625,63   

LP         119 119             98,10           414,26                0,01           59 152,18   

Acquired Obs Mean Std Dev Min Max

Turnover             1 527      25 371,09      80 430,53                0,02      1 154 285,00   

Employment             1 439           234,75           661,80                1,00             6 907,00   

ROA             1 280               0,01               0,37   -           5,33                    1,50   

LP             1 415           195,09           617,15                0,01           11 028,67   

Non-acquired Obs Mean Std Dev Min Max

Turnover         118 500        4 036,96      19 924,70                0,50      1 357 671,00   

Employment         118 062             44,41           152,07                1,00           12 417,00   

ROA           95 976   -           0,45             75,72   -  15 575,76                625,63   

LP         117 704             96,93           411,07                0,01           59 152,18   
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adjustments for LP offered by researchers (see: Gioia (2005) and McGucking and Nguyen 

(1995)). McGucking and Nguyen (1995) argue that using relative labour productivity 

(RLP) account for such problems as price dispersion among plants across industries and 

inflation. RLP can be defined as the ration of firm labour productivity to average two-digit 

industry labour productivity: 

𝑅𝐿𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑡 =
𝐿𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑡

𝐴𝐿𝑃𝑗𝑡
 

Gioia (2005) also suggests modification for total factor productivity by using industry 

average, which can be also easily applied to labour productivity. Industry adjusted labour 

productivity can be calculated by subtracting two-digit industry average (ALPjt) from firm 

level labour productivity.  

5.2.2 Pre-acquisition performance and ownership change 

One of the main interests when testing matching hypothesis is to determine the pre-

acquisition performance of the targets and see whether plants with low productivity are 

more likely to change owners. To get the primary insights into target performance in pre-

acquisition period following logit regression, which is quite similar to the one used by 

McGucking and Nguyen (1995), is estimated: 

Acquiredij  = ln (Pijt /(1-Pijt)) = α + β1 LPij 2007 + β2 Emij 2007 + β3 (LPij 2007)
2

 + β4 (Emij 2007)
2
 + 

                        + β5 (LPij 2007*Emij 2007) + γDindustry + γDregion + ui                                                (1) 

As in the case of logit regressions, here the dependent variable Acquiredi is binary variable 

taking only two values, 1, if company was acquired in the period 2008-2010 and 0, if 

company was not acquired for i firm in j industry. LPij 2007 is labour productivity in 2007 

and Emij 2007 is number of employees of the company at 2007
3
. McGucking and Nguyen 

(1995) suggest that including employment variable helps to control for the effects of plant 

size on ownership change. If it is expected that large plants are more likely to be acquired, 

the coefficient of variable measuring employment should obtain positive value. Finally, 

Dindustry and Dregion dummies are included to control for industry and country specific 

effects. The model allows for nonlinear effects of initial LP and size on ownership changes 

and following McGucking and Nguyen (1995) both linear and nonlinear models will be 

                                                           
3
 Full list of variables with explanations is presented in appendix 3. 
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estimated for comparison. Also, equation (1) is estimated primary version of productivity 

variable as well as other labour productivity measures – relative LP and industry adjusted 

LP will be used in order to check the validity of the findings.  

As noted by Gujarati and Porter (2009), when estimating logit regression with data at the 

individual level, it cannot be estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS) method, 

therefore maximum-likelihood (ML) method is applied to estimate parameters. This 

method is characterised as being of broader application and allowing for nonlinearities in 

the parameters, what is the case in logit regression. 

5.2.3 Performance change over time model 

Performance change over time measuring model also used in research by Gioia (2005) is 

applied as it can give useful insights into the dynamics of acquired companies over time 

from two years prior to acquisition to three years after. Model specification particularly 

useful in observing the difference in firm performance between acquired and non-acquired 

firms and here it is done for the maximum of six years for each target (given that it has 

data for the whole period) prior and after acquisition. Model can be expressed as: 

Performanceijt = α + β1 Tijt + β2 HIjt + β3 ROAijt+ γDyear + γDindustry + γDregion + uit          (2) 

The dependent variables are measured by three variations in labour productivity measure - 

LP, RLP and ADLP, which are natural log of labour productivity, natural log of relative 

labour productivity, and industry adjusted labour productivity respectively. In order to 

observe the change over time, the independent dummy variable is included, which is used 

to capture performance change effects. It is Tijt, which is a set of time dummies, indicating 

years before and after acquisition (for example, T-2=1 indicates that company has been a 

target and is observed at point of time, which is 2 years before acquisition). What is more, 

model is extended with firm and industry specific independent variables. HIjt is Herfindhal 

index, which measures concentration in the industry, ROAijt is company’s return on assets 

which is included in order to capture company specific effects, and Dyear, Dindustry and Dregion 

are year, industry, and region dummies. The models are estimated with robust standard 

errors by applying White’s correction for heteroskedasticity.  

5.2.4 Post-acquisition performance model 

In order to observe the effects of acquisition on target performance, another model is 

constructed and estimated based on three periods: all years, pre-acquisition years (2006-
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2007), and post-acquisition years (2011-2013). Estimating model using full period gives 

insights on overall performance of the targets compared to non-acquired companies in the 

2006-2013 period and whether there is evidence of superior performance due to change of 

ownership. In addition, the distinction between pre-acquisition and post-acquisition periods 

gives further insights on pre-acquisition performance and possible motives for acquisition 

and whether there are changes in performance after acquisition in relation to non-acquired 

companies. Model can be specified as follows: 

Performanceijt = α + β1 Acquiredij + β2 HIjt + β3 ROAijt + γDyear + γDindustry + 

                             + γDregion + uit                                                                                                                      (3) 

Where dependent variable performance is expressed in two measures: natural log of labour 

productivity and natural log of relative labour productivity in order to see if the results hold 

for different dependent variable specifications. Independent variable Acqij is dummy 

variable for ownership change, HIjt is Herfindhal index, which measure concentration in 

the industry based on companies sales and is included in order to control for competition 

effects. ROAijt is company’s return on assets which is ration of profit/loss to total assets.  

Dyear, Dindustry and Dregion are year, industry, and region dummies.  

At first, described model will be estimated applying ordinary least squares (OLS) method. 

While panel data has sound advantages when analysing such cases like changes of 

performance over time, it also carries several estimation issues related to panel data 

estimation. Gujarati and Porter (2009) note that panel data may be affected by 

heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. Heteroskedasticity appears when variance of error 

term conditional on the chosen value of explanatory variables is not constant. 

Autocorrelation arises when there are unobserved time-invariant effects which vary 

between subjects and are involved into error term u but at the same time they are correlated 

with one or more independent variables. Then the assumption of classical linear regression 

model that error term is not correlated with regressors is violated and OLS may provide 

biased results (Gujarati and Porter, 2009). In order to account for these effects, several 

options are available.  

In case of heteroskedasticity, when the sample size is sufficiently large, White’s 

heteroscedasticity-corrected standard errors, also known as robust standard errors, can be 
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estimated to account for heteroskedasticity and provide unbiased results. What is more, 

there are several estimation techniques to address these issues related to panel data 

problems and the most prominent are fixed effects model (FEM) and random effects model 

(REM) (Gujarati and Porter, 2009). When choosing between random and fixed effect 

models, it was decided that REM will be used in this case as noted by Gujarati and Porter 

(2009), REM model is more appropriate when measuring effects of such time invariant 

variables as in our case our variable of interest dummy for ownership.  

When applying random effects model, it is assumed that α is a random variable with mean 

value of α1, thus intercept value of individual company can be expressed as: 

α1i = α1 + εi 

Illustrative equation with two independent variables can be written as: 

Yit = α1 + β2 X1t +β3 X2t + wit 

where error term of the regression becomes: 

wit = εi + uit 

where εi is a random cross-section or individual-specific error component and it is assumed 

that individual error terms are not correlated with each other and not autocorrelated across 

both cross-section and time series units (Gujarati and Porter, 2009). Thus the (4) equation 

now becomes: 

Performanceijt = α + β1 Acquiredij + β2 HIjt + β3 ROAijt +γDyear + γDindustry + γDregion + εi + uit 

= α + β1 Acquiredij + β2 HIjt + β3 ROAijt + γDyear + γDindustry + γDregion + wit                   (4) 

Equation (5) is estimated using generalized least squares (GLS) procedure, which account 

for both issues regarding panel data simultaneously - heteroskedasticity and 

autocorrelation, and it is widely applied in empirical research (Sinani and Meyer, 2004). 

What is more, such estimation technique is seen as preserving more information in the data 

and particularly useful when we want to make inferences about the population from which 

data is taken from (Gioia, 2005). 
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5.2.5 Foreign vs. domestic ownership 

The majority of literate differentiate between foreign and domestic acquirers when 

analysing mergers and acquisitions and as it is expected that different ownership might 

influence the levels of performance for the targets. However, most of literature compare 

only acquired companies to each other based on the origin of acquirer and although such 

comparison gives particular insights into which group performance is superior, it is seen as 

beneficial to complement such analysis with control group sample of non-acquired 

companies which gives a benchmark value how companies are performing overall in the 

market and let observe deviations of performance levels of interest group from the control 

group. Therefore, to see, if there are any differences between performance of targets 

depending on type of acquirer, the additional ownership variable is constructed and 

introduced into analysis. This is a set of dummy variables which divides companies into 

three groups: companies which were acquired by foreign company, companies which were 

acquired by domestic company, and non-acquired companies. The equation (4) is now 

extended and can be written as: 

Performanceijt = α + β1 Foreignij + β2 Domesticij + β3 HIjt + β4 ROAijt + γDyear + γDindustry + 

+ γDregion + uit                                                                                                                                                                             (5) 

Here performance is measured by natural log of labour productivity. Foreignij is a dummy 

variable which takes value 1 when company is acquired by foreign company and 0 

otherwise. Domesticij is dummy variable which takes value 1 when company is acquired 

by domestic company and 0 otherwise. As before, equation (5) also contains variables to 

capture company, industry, region, and year effects. This sample is broken into two periods 

of pre-acquisition and post-acquisition years. GLS method is applied to estimate the 

coefficients of the model. Also, Wald test is applied in order to test if there are any 

significant differences between two coefficients obtained for ownership dummy variables. 

5.2.6 Firm size  

Target firm size may play an important role on the performance of the targets. Several 

authors noted that depending on the size of the companies included in the sample, different 

results on how ownership affect target productivity can be obtained (McGucking and 

Nguyen, 1995). The advantage of this sample is that it includes targets and non-acquired 

companies of all sizes and it is possible to differentiate between companies by their size to 
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measure if there are different effects depending on size. Following Sinani and Meyer 

(2005) suggested method, the sample is divided into different groups, based on the 

companies size categories. As mentioned in the data overview part, company is assigned to 

size category based on the number of employees and three groups are made – small, 

medium, and large companies. Equation (4) is estimated for each sample separately in 

order to observe if there are any differences in performance in relation to target size. 

6. Analysis 

This is the main section of the paper, which will provide empirical results after applying 

methods discussed in the methodology section in order to test the hypotheses, where the 

primary interest is to investigate the effects of mergers and acquisitions on target firm’s 

performance and how various factors affect these findings. The obtained results will be 

matched with the raised hypotheses in order to test the validity of the expectations built 

based on relevant theories. 

6.1 Pre-acquisition performance and ownership change 
In order to get insights into how ownership change affect target’s performance, it is firstly 

useful to evaluate their prior performance as knowledge how efficient targets are relative to 

non-targets give indications to acquisition motives. It is done by estimating logit regression 

on several productivity and labour measures. As mentioned in methodology part, initial 

labour productivity of the year 2007 is estimated in three different ways and regressed 

using logit model with dependent binary variable Acquiredi, which indicates change of 

ownership. Regression is estimated in linear form, which was used by Lichtenberg and 

Siegel’s (1987) and then in non-linear form, which was proposed by McGucking and 

Nguyen (1995), and further adjusted by Gioia (2005). Also, three different estimation types 

of labour productivity – labour productivity (LP), relative labour productivity (RLP), and 

industry adjusted labour productivity (ADLP), were used as well as models were estimated 

with and without industry dummies. 

Table 6.1 presents estimation results from all six models and the primary interest when 

analysing logit models is the signs of the coefficients and their significance, as they 

indicate whether labour productivity and size increases or decreases the likelihood to be 

acquired. In all six regressions, sign of labour productivity is positive and statistically 
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significant to greater or lesser extent implying that the log odds ratio or the risk of being 

acquired increases due to higher productivity in pre-acquisition period. These results hold 

when productivity is adjusted to its industry average and in non-linear models. These 

findings contradict Lichtenberg and Siegel’s (1987) matching theory which indicates that 

targets exhibit low levels of productivity prior to acquisition and is supported by Gioia 

(2005) findings, however McGucking and Nguyen (1995) obtain similar results when 

estimate the regression on relative labour productivity and argue that such differences may 

arise due to the fact that their sample include small and medium sized firms compared to 

only large surviving firms in Lichtenberg and Siegel’s (1987) sample. The primary 

intuition for the diverging results could be different estimation of productivity (labour 

productivity vs. TFP), however when looking at results obtained by Balsvik and Haller 

(2010), where both labour productivity and TFP are calculated for plants, generally results 

for two types of productivity are match most of the time. Intuition behind such findings is 

well addressed by McGucking and Nguyen (1995) as they point out that there are many 

motives to engage in M&As which do not require to purchase low productivity plants.  

Table 6.1 Logit regression of ownership change 

 

Linear     

(LP)

Non Linear 

(LP)

Linear   

(RLP)

Non Linear 

(RLP)

Linear 

(ADLP)

Non Linear 

(ADLP)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

LP2007 0,0004*** 0,0009** 0,0526*** 0,0657* 0,0004*** 0,0008**

(0,0001) (0,0004) (0,0129) (0,0362) (0,0001) (0,0004)

Em2007 0,0012*** 0,0027*** 0,0015*** 0,003*** 0,0015*** 0,0033***

(0,0002) (0,0004) (0,0002) (0,0004) (0,0002) (0,0003)

LP2007
2

-7,40E-08 -0,0002 -7,40E-08

(5,65E-08) (0,0005) (5,58E-08)

Em2007
2

-4,76E-07 -4,69E-07*** -4,74E-07***

(9,99E-08) (8,95E-08) (8,88E-08)

LP2007*Em2007 4,57E-06* 0,0002 3,14E-06

(2,08E-06) (0,0001) (1,94E-06)

Constant -6,5828*** -6,2249*** -4,3092*** -4,5861*** -4,2454*** -4,5157***

(1,0068) (0,7196) (0,1354) (0,1512) (0,1332) (0,1454)

Industry dummies Yes Yes

Region dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

McFadden R
2 0,13 0,15 0,05 0,08 0,05 0,08

LR statistic 241,6423 291,0884 90,5251 147,6805 85.65177 144,7896

Prob(LR statistic) (0,0000) (0,0000) (0,0000) (0,0000) (0,0000) (0,0000)

Number of observations 13950 13950 13950 13950 13950 13950
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Notes: Standard errors are presented in parentheses. Dependent variable is dummy variable Acquiredi with 

value 1 for acquired companies and 0 for non-acquired; type of labour productivity used in estimation is 

indicated in the parenthesis below the type of regression 

* Significant at 10 percent level 

** Significant at 5 percent level 

*** Significant at 1 percent level 

Another variable employment which is included to control for target company size effects 

in case of ownership change is positive and statistically significant in all six models. This 

implies that initial plant size have positive effects on ownership changes as companies with 

higher number of employees have greater chance to become acquisition targets. These 

findings are in line with Gioia (2005) and McGucking and Nguyen (1995) who obtain 

similar results. Such effect was also apparent when looking at the samples of acquired 

companies and control group as in acquired sample large companies have way larger 

percentage representation than in control group - 20% and 3% respectively. 

LR probability statistics for all six models indicate significant rejection of null hypothesis, 

that all slope coefficients are simultaneously equal to zero, while obtained McFadden R
2 

implies moderate level of model goodness to fit especially when industry dummies are 

excluded. However, Gujarati and Porter (2009) point out that in binary models this 

measure is not particularly meaningful and should be given little attention when 

interpreting the results. In order to see if there would be any differences in findings the 

same model was estimated using values from 2006. Results do not exhibit any significant 

variations in findings (see Appendix 4).  

6.2 Target performance change over time 

When analysing performance of the company, it is useful to get insight into the evolution 

of performance during time and it is especially relevant when it is possible to observe 

target performance several years prior and after acquisition. Table 6.2 provides results 

from the regression where three different specifications of labour productivity – natural log 

of LP, natural log of RLP, and ADLP are regressed on set of independent variables. As 

sample includes not only acquired companies, but also non-acquired companies, the 

regression provides comparative results on how targets perform in relation to non-acquired 

companies. The set of dummy variables ranging from T-2 to T3 are modelled in a way that 

allows to capture target’s labour productivity at particular point of time and to follow the 

dynamics of change, thus it can be evaluated how well targets performed before, during, 
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and after acquisition. It is expected that 3 years after acquisition should be sufficient time 

period for any acquisition effects to become apparent.  

Table 6.2 Acquired companies’ performance change 

  
Notes: Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses. Dependent variables are LP, RLP and ADLP. 

* Significant at 10 percent level 

** Significant at 5 percent level 

*** Significant at 1 percent level 

When looking at the pre-acquisition year dummies T-2 and T-1 coefficients, it can be seen 

that the results are in line with the ones obtained from logit regression. The coefficients 

indicate that target companies are more efficient prior to acquisition when their labour 

productivity is compared to non-acquired firms. These results are significant for two labour 

productivity measures while for industry adjusted LP the T-2 coefficient even though is 

positive it is not significantly different from zero and T-1 coefficient is positive and 

OLS OLS OLS

(LP) (RLP) (ADLP)

(1)     (2)     (3)     

Constant 3,7137*** -0,0745** 15,4952***

(0,0326) (0,0332) (7,4097)

HI 0,6944*** -1,4011** 17,6064

(0,1885) (0,2073) (107,6486)

ROA 0,0002 0,0001 0,0071**

(0,0001) (0,0001) (0,0031)

T-2 0,3032*** 0,3129*** 53,5578

(0,0823) (0,0802) (40,9311)

T-1 0,3203*** 0,3044*** 52,0915*

(0,0987) (0,090) (27,6323)

T0 0,4722*** 0,4367*** 50,0346**

(0,0832) (0,0846) (21,2182)

T1 0,5088*** 0,4932*** 44,7731**

(0,0797) (0,0817) (17,9426)

T2 0,6227*** 0,6094*** 75,3374***

(0,0842) (0,0852) (28,6346)

T3 0,5753*** 0,5845*** 173,1588**

(0,1155) (0,1136) (73,7098)

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes

Region dummies Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R
2 0,22 0,10 0,01

F statistic 401,9605 165,1154 7,5536

Prob(F statistic) (0,0000) (0,0000) (0,0000)

Number of observations 96151 96151 96151
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significant at 10% level. Dummy T0 captures the percentage of productivity difference 

between targets and non-targets in the year of acquisition and it can be seen that the gap 

between two groups is quite large. Furthermore, all models demonstrate quite similar 

positive trend in regards to target productivity denoted by significant positive coefficients 

of T1-T3 variables, indicating further improvement during T1 to T3 period in labour 

productivity. Thus, the gap between targets and non-acquired companies continue to 

increase. Such results are close to the results of McGucking and Nguyen (1995) research, 

where they find improved post-acquisition performance of the targets. Also, Siegel and 

Simons (2005) point out that targets prior to acquisition have higher levels of turnover and 

employees and after the acquisition the relative decrease in measures is at higher rate in 

employment measure and this generally result in labour productivity improvement. 

Moderate levels of R
2
 can be justified by the large sample size as Gujarati and Porter 

(2009) notes that low values are frequently encountered in samples with large number of 

observations.  

6.3 Post-acquisition performance measurement 
Another way to specify acquisition variable is to take dummy variable with values 1 when 

company is acquired and 0 if it is not acquired and regress it against different time periods 

to observe the differences in performance before and after acquisition. Also, different 

model specification allows testing the robustness of previous findings, while additional 

estimation technique takes into account estimation issues identified in the methodology 

section.  

Table 6.3 presents the results of OLS and GLS regressions on ln(LP) dependent variable. 

The first and fourth columns provide the results for all years and positive coefficient for 

acquired variable indicates that overall in period 2006-2013 targets had significantly higher 

performance levels compared to non-acquired companies. In particular, on average they 

had 46% for OLS (52% for GLS) higher labour productivity compared to control group of 

companies. Results are consistent and significant for all periods indicating that acquired 

companies outperform non-acquired in periods before and after acquisition. In pre-

acquisition period targets exhibit significantly higher productivity compared to non-

acquired firms and it further improves after acquisition. From these results it seems that 

acquiring companies tend to pick more productive companies.  From the table it is seen 
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that the variable of interest dummy acquired holds in both model specifications obtaining 

positive and significant coefficient with the slight variations in the value. 

Herfindahl index, which measures the concentration in the industries, fail to exhibit any 

meaningful results as it changes signs and is rarely significant. ROA as it can be expected 

is carrying positive sign, however does not remain significant when sample is divided into 

different periods under OLS model. 

Table 6.3 Post acquisition performance of the targets measured by LP 

 
Notes: Robust standard errors for OLS regressions are presented in parentheses. Dependent variable is 

ln(LP). 

* Significant at 10 percent level 

** Significant at 5 percent level 

*** Significant at 1 percent level 

 

In order to see if model holds for different dependent variable specifications, it was re-

estimated for the ln(RLP) dependent variable and results are presented in Table 6.4. From 

this table it can be seen that different calculation of labour productivity does not result in 

any significant differences in the results of ownership variable. As before, targets are 

already more productive relative to non-targets in pre-acquisition period and the gap 

between the two groups increases after acquisition. Such results are in contrast with 

Gioia’s (2005) findings which indicate that pre-acquisition total factor productivity is up to 

OLS OLS OLS GLS GLS GLS

All years   

(LP)

Pre-acq   

(LP)

Post-acq   

(LP)

All years   

(LP)

Pre-acq   

(LP)

Post-acq   

(LP)

(1)     (2)     (3)     (4)     (5)     (6)     

Constant 3,7099*** 3,3099*** 3,9655*** 3,5630*** 3,3053*** 3,9356***

(0,0326) (0,0379) (0,0398) (0,0348) (0,0469) (0,0413)

Acquired 0,4583*** 0,3702*** 0,5532*** 0,5166*** 0,3384*** 0,5630***

(0,0782) (0,0843) (0,0948) (0,0694) (0,0732) (0,0808)

HI 0,6790*** -0,5769 0,0005 0,6449*** -0,9114** -0,0403

(0,1888) (0,4760) (0,2857) (0,0816) (0,4023) (0,2234)

ROA 0,0002 0,7186*** 0,0001 0,0001*** 0,6055*** 0,0002***

(0,0001) (0,0548) (9,60E-05) (2,86E-05) (0.0204) (4,30E-05)

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Region dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R
2 0,22 0,23 0,24 0,09 0,20 0,11

F statistic 435,1569 101,3799 244,9588 156,7078 82,0157 95,5698

Prob(F statistic) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000)

Number of observations 96151 18593 44621 96151 18593 44621
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32% lower for targets compared to non-acquired firms. However, the results are not 

directly comparable because of different measure of productivity. Moreover, researcher 

finds that the gap of TFP declines in post-acquisition period, thus can be inferred that there 

is some consensus in the post-acquisition performance trends.  

Table 6.4 Post acquisition performance of the targets measured by RLP 

 
Notes: Robust standard errors for OLS regressions are presented in parentheses. Dependent variable is 

ln(RLP). 

* Significant at 10 percent level 

** Significant at 5 percent level 

*** Significant at 1 percent level 

6.4 Foreign and domestic acquirers 
International M&As is widely researched topic, however as indicated in literature review 

section the results still remain inconclusive. International M&As are expected to generate 

productivity gains for targets via technology and knowledge transfer from acquiring MNEs 

as they are believed to have comparative advantages which allow to operate successfully 

internationally (Markusen, 1998). However, there are many studies which do not find any 

significant positive effects on target’s productivity (see: Javorcik (2004), Benfratello and 

Sembenelli (2005), and Salis (2008)). 

In order to see if the type of acquirer has any different effects on productivity of the targets 

ownership, variable was modified in order to differentiate between foreign and domestic 

acquirers. Table 6.5 presents the results of regression where dependent variable is natural 

OLS OLS OLS GLS GLS GLS

All years  

(RLP)

Pre-acq   

(RLP)

Post-acq 

(RLP)

All years  

(RLP)

Pre-acq   

(RLP)

Post-acq 

(RLP)

(1)     (2)     (3)     (4)     (5)     (6)     

Constant -0,0782** -0,2776*** -0,1685*** -0,2412*** -0,2842*** -0,1963***

(0,0332) (0,0379) (0,0407) (0,0348) (0,0469) (0,0413)

Acquired 0,4596*** 0,3710*** 0,5549*** 0,5230*** 0,3397*** 0,5648***

(0,0782) (0,0843) (0,0948) (0,0695) (0,0732) (0,0808)

HI -1,4162*** 0,1851 -1,4999*** -1,4470*** -0,1693 -1,5381***

(0,2075) (0,4797) (0,3120) (0,0824) (0,4092) (0,2249)

ROA 0,0001 0,7129*** 0,0001 0,0001*** 0,5911*** 0,0002***

(0,0001) (0,0541) (9,58E-05) (2,89E-05) (0,0206) (4,31E-05)

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Region dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R
2 0,10 0,07 0,14 0,03 0,07 0,06

F statistic 179,2791 25,3706 123,8736 51,808 24,5118 95,5698

Prob(F statistic) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000)

Number of observations 96151 18593 44621 96151 18593 44621
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log of labour productivity and it is regressed on set of independent variables using GLS 

method. The variables of interest in this part are Foreign and Domestic which indicate the 

type of acquirer. The first column presents the results for entire period from 2006 to 2013. 

The coefficients indicate that the effects on labour productivity from both foreign and 

domestic ownership are positive and significant for entire period. What is interesting, on 

the contrary to expectations the targets acquired by domestic companies seem to 

outperform not only the non-acquired firms but also the ones acquired by MNEs. In order 

to test the significance of this difference, the Wald test is applied and null hypothesis that 

domestic and foreign coefficient are equal is tested. Obtained p-value 0,487 of the test 

indicates that null hypothesis cannot be rejected at any significance level and there is no 

significant difference between two coefficients. Thus, obtained coefficients are not 

statistically different implying that compared to domestic firms the type of ownership does 

not have significant impact on productivity for acquired targets.  

Table 6.5 Ownership by type of acquirer 

 
Notes: Standard errors are presented in parentheses. Dependent variable is ln(LP). 

* Significant at 10 percent level 

** Significant at 5 percent level 

*** Significant at 1 percent level 

GLS GLS GLS

All years             

(LP)

Pre-acq              

(LP)

Post-acq             

(LP)

(1)     (2)     (3)     

Constant 3,5630*** 3,3053*** 3,9356***

(0,0348) (0,0469) (0,0413)

Foreign 0,4725*** 0,1986* 0,4997***

(0,1028) (0,1063) (0,1217)

Domestic 0,5527*** 0,4617*** 0,6120***

(0,0933) (0,0999) (0,1073)

HI 0,6448*** -0,911** -0,0401

(0,0816) (0,4022) (0,2234)

ROA 0,0001*** 0,6056*** 0,0002***

(2,86-05) (0,0203) (4,30E-05)

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes

Region dummies Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R
2 0,09 0,20 0,11

F statistic 154,3007 80,64473 93,92049

Prob(F statistic) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000)

Number of observations 96151 18593 44621
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In the second and third columns there are results obtained by dividing sample into two 

periods – before and after acquisition in order to capture any possible differences that the 

foreign or domestic ownership have on target productivity. In pre-acquisition period, the 

trend does not change, as the results indicate that foreign acquirers obtain more productive 

firms compared to non-acquired firms, however the coefficient is significant only at 10% 

level. On the other hand for targets acquired by domestic companies the coefficient is 

positive and highly significant indicating that domestic companies acquire companies more 

productive not only compared to non-acquired companies, but also to acquired by foreign 

companies. After performing Wald test, on the difference of these two coefficients, the null 

hypothesis that coefficients are equal can be rejected at 10% significance level which 

indicates although weak but significant evidence that two coefficients differ and domestic 

companies actually end up picking “cherries” that is most productive firms.  The possible 

reasons for this could be that due to information asymmetry domestic companies end up 

picking better targets, due to better information about domestic market. Also, as mentioned 

before, the majority of the acquired companies are small and medium sized, thus it might 

be difficult to obtain reliable information about true performance of the company. 

However, conclusions on this result should be drawn with caution due to low significance 

of the result of the Wald test. 

The third column presents the effects of different types of ownership on the post-

acquisition performance. Overall, the findings support the previous results that acquirers 

tend to choose more productive companies and the post-acquisition performance also 

continues to rise compared to non-acquired companies. The coefficients for two ownership 

dummy variables are positive and significant with the domestic coefficient being higher 

compared to foreign. However, Wald test again indicates that the null hypothesis that two 

coefficients are equal cannot be rejected at any significance level showing that there is no 

significant difference between two ownership coefficients. 

To summarize the results, there is little evidence that the foreign acquirers manage to pick 

the most productive firms and that their targets outperform domestically acquired 

companies in post-acquisition period. There is even some evidence that domestic acquirers 

manage to pick better companies compared to the foreign acquired targets, however the 

results weakly significant. 
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6.5 Change of ownership and the target size 
It was noted that target size can be important indicator of the M&As motives and resulting 

outcomes. SMEs are more likely to be acquired due to efficiency motives, while large 

companies can be acquired due to both efficiency and managerial synergy motives, 

therefore such difference in motives can also result in different prior and after acquisition 

performance. For this reason, the sample of all firms was divided into three subsamples 

based on the size of the companies and equation (5) was re-estimated for each of the 

samples.  

Tables 6.6 - 6.8 present the results from GLS estimation for the pre-acquisition period, 

post-acquisition period, and for the entire period for three subsamples of small, medium, 

and large companies.  

From table 6.6 it can be seen that small companies have around 30% higher productivity 

compared to non-acquired companies of the same size. Medium firms obtain even higher 

32% labour productivity difference compared to non-acquired medium firms. On the other 

hand, large firms do not show any significant differences in productivity from the control 

group as obtained 17,5% labour productivity is not significant at any level. From pre-

acquisition period it is apparent that small and medium firms outperform their non-

acquired counterparts and large firms are not statistically different, thus it may be inferred 

that acquirers in case of SMEs choose most productive companies and are more willing to 

buy large plant with moderate performance levels. 
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Table 6.6 Target size and performance in pre-acquisition period 

 
Notes: Standard errors are presented in parentheses. Dependent variable is ln(LP). 1, 2, 3 columns are for 

small, medium and large samples respectively. Results for pre-acquisition period. 

* Significant at 10 percent level 

** Significant at 5 percent level 

*** Significant at 1 percent level 

Table 6.7 presents results for post-acquisition period which provide insights into how well 

targets operate after being acquired compared to non-acquired companies. In case of small 

and medium firms it can be seen that the labour productivity improved further and the gap 

between acquired and non-acquired companies of the same size have increased. Small 

companies have larger gap between their control group indicating that small companies are 

able to generate largest improvements after acquisition. So findings for small and medium 

companies favour efficiency motives, where gains are obtained by combining assets of two 

companies. Large firms again obtain insignificant coefficient, which is even lower 

coefficient than in pre-acquisition coefficient, which would indicate that after acquisition 

the gap decreases between non-acquired and acquired large firms. As coefficient is not 

significant it can be concluded that there is no difference and thus no labour productivity 

gains for large acquired firms from M&As. While motives behind large targets acquisitions 

GLS GLS GLS

Small firms        

(LP)

Medium firms  

(LP)

Large firms      

(LP)

(1)     (2)     (3)     

Constant 3,5603*** 3,1131*** 3,8241***

(0,0453) (0,0875) (0,3350)

Acquired 0,3056*** 0,3288*** 0,1759

(0,1121) (0,1181) (0,1453)

HI -0,6278 -0,5307 1,0385

(0,4654) (0,8310) (0,9106)

ROA 0,6052*** 0,7508*** 0,3734***

(0,0229) (0,0539) (0,0802)

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes

Region dummies Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R
2 0,19 0,28 0,28

F statistic 60.75460 27.88685 6.901711

Prob(F statistic) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000)

Number of observations 13879 3982 732
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are twofold and results do not give clear indication which one prevails, from post-

acquisition performance in relation to SMEs it can be seen that small and medium 

companies benefit more from acquisitions than large firms in relation to their size sample, 

and reason for this can be that acquirers are more willing to buy large firms with moderate 

or even lower levels of productivity and have difficulties to increase performance 

afterwards due to more complex and more resource and capital intense process. 

Table 6.7 Target size and performance in post-acquisition period 

 
Notes: Standard errors are presented in parentheses. Dependent variable is ln(LP). 1, 2, 3 columns are for 

small, medium and large samples respectively. Results for pre-acquisition period. 

* Significant at 10 percent level 

** Significant at 5 percent level 

*** Significant at 1 percent level 

The results for entire period were also obtained to see if the findings still hold when all 

years are included. Table 6.8 shows that there are no significant differences from the 

results obtained for different time periods. Difference in performance between acquired 

and non-acquired firms is largest for small firms, then medium companies follow, while 

there is no difference for large companies. 

GLS GLS GLS

Small firms        

(LP)

Medium firms  

(LP)

Large firms      

(LP)

(1)     (2)     (3)     

Constant 4,0328*** 3,5987*** 4,3091***

(0,0384) (0,0827) (0,2911)

Acquired 0,5931*** 0,4108*** 0,0983

(0,1209) (0,1243) (0,1455)

HI -0,2498 0,5407 1,6617**

(0,2625) (0,3403) (0,7941)

ROA 0,0002*** 0,2072*** 0,1262**

(4,46E-05) (0,0194) (0,0496)

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes

Region dummies Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R
2 0,11 0,17 0,18

F statistic 84.71629 26.61683 6.033912

Prob(F statistic) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000)

Number of observations 36368 6988 1265
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Table 6.8 Target size and performance for all years 

 
Notes: Standard errors are presented in parentheses. Dependent variable is ln(LP). 1, 2, 3 columns are for 

small, medium and large samples respectively. Results for entire period. 

* Significant at 10 percent level 

** Significant at 5 percent level 

*** Significant at 1 percent level 

6.6 Discussion of the results and hypothesis evaluation 
Section above provided thorough analysis of M&As effects on target firm’s performance in 

the context of small transition economies – Baltic States. From results obtained two main 

conclusions prevail: before acquisition target companies have higher productivity relative 

to sample of non-acquired companies and after acquisition their performance further 

improves. Recall primary hypotheses for the sample of all companies:   

Hypothesis 1: 

Target companies exhibit lower performance relative to non-acquired companies in pre-

acquisition period. 

 

GLS GLS GLS

Small firms       

(LP)

Medium firms   

(LP)

Large firms      

(LP)

(1)     (2)     (3)     

Constant 3,6153*** 3,2555*** 3,9823***

(0,0399) (0,0712) (0,2632)

Acquired 0,5265*** 0,3933*** 0,1267

(0,1050) (0,1069) (0,1306)

HI 0,6592*** 0,4605*** 1,04232***

(0,1071) (0,1234) (0,2272)

ROA 0,0001*** 0,2558*** 0,3012***

(3,00E-05) (0,0118) (0,0394)

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes

Region dummies Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R
2 0,09 0,17 0,17

F statistic 120,4093 57,92525 12,02777

Prob(F statistic) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000)

Number of observations 75679 17262 3210
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Hypothesis 2: 

After acquisition, target companies experience improvement in their performance. 

Based on the findings, hypothesis 1 is rejected as the results demonstrate contrary 

evidence. The acquired companies demonstrate higher labour productivity and this result 

holds for all model specifications and different labour productivity estimations. Logit 

regression results indicated that if company has higher labour productivity relative to non-

acquired firms in pre-acquisition performance it is more likely to become a target. 

Estimations on performance trend and division of sample in pre- and post-acquisition 

periods also gave support for targets being more productive in pre-acquisition stage. 

Results hold when model is estimated using generalized least squares (GLS) method in 

order to account for heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation problems arising from the 

nature of panel data sample. This finding is contrary to expectations which were based on 

matching theory of ownership change and some empirical evidence. However, McGucking 

and Nguyen (1995) pointed out that matching theory is more relevant to large, surviving 

plants and found evidence that for samples which are based on majority of small firms this 

theory does not hold. However, Gioia (2005) found support for this theory using data 

sample on Danish firms with most part being small companies. It should be noted that 

McGucking and Nguyen (1995) used labour productivity and Gioia (2005) used total factor 

productivity, thus different dependent variable measures may provide different findings. 

That results differ depending on the type of measures chosen is in part supported by Siegel 

and Simons (2010) results, where they find that TFP coefficients are negative indicating 

that targets underperform non-targets, however when taking output and employment 

separately these measures have positive coefficients. Thus, it is evident that research with 

different measurement methods cannot be compared directly.  

It can be summarised that when analysing performance using labour productivity the 

performance of the targets is likely to be higher in pre-acquisition period relative to non-

acquired companies, thus the matching theory does not explain ownership changes and 

efficiency motives have more explanatory power as indicated by McGucking and Nguyen 

(1995). And as noted above, the type of companies included in the sample may also be 

relevant factor to evaluate which will be discussed later. 
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Results for post-acquisition performance are in line with hypothesis 2 and most of the 

empirical literature. Most of the research confirms that after acquisition targets improve 

their performance and the magnitude of the effect may vary due to different companies 

used in the sample or countries of analysis. Theory also indicates that average effect of the 

M&As for companies to consider this type of expansion in the first place. Thus, the results 

are in line with theory and obtains the same results as most research overviewed, therefore 

the second hypothesis is not rejected and it is concluded that targets improve their 

performance relative to non-acquired companies. Also, such result in the context of the 

Baltic States provides additional support that the value destroying theories are of less 

relevance when analysing small and medium enterprises. 

Large body of literature on international M&As gives indication that some of additional 

insights can be obtained by differencing the acquirers based on their origin – domestic or 

foreign companies. Thus, analysis was extended with two additional hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 3: 

Foreign companies acquire more productive companies compared to domestic acquirers’ 

targets. 

Hypothesis 4: 

Companies acquired by MNEs have higher performance improvement compared to 

domestically acquired companies. 

Theoretical framework on international M&As indicated that companies who are able to 

operate internationally should contain comparative advantage, which might generate gains 

for companies acquired by MNEs. However, some intuition that positive results might not 

be evident were given by opposing arguments which indicate that domestic companies 

have better information about the market and are less likely to be driven by value 

decreasing motives due to lack of agency problems in smaller and in most cases private 

domestic acquirers. Results from empirical evidence also provide mixed results.  

No support for the superior performance of targets acquired by domestic companies was 

found as the results indicate quite contrary. The third hypothesis is rejected as the findings 

indicate that MNEs are not able to pick “cherries” as indicated by some literature, but 
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actually acquire less productive plant in relation to targets acquired by domestic plants. 

This can provide some support for value decreasing theories and the fact that MNEs might 

not be able to benefit from their comparative advantage in the Baltic States and domestic 

companies are able to compete more successfully in case of M&As due to their superior 

position as operating in familiar market.  

Hypothesis 4 is also not supported by results obtained in analysis and is rejected. There is 

no statistically significant difference between effects on target performance in regards to 

type of the owner in post-acquisition period. While findings support the general idea that 

target performance improve after M&As, the distinction between foreign and domestic 

owners have no significant different effects. Although insignificant, coefficient as in pre-

acquisition period for domestically acquired companies is even higher than for ones owned 

by foreign firms.  

Thus, it can be concluded that in case of the Baltic States the MNEs are not able to exploit 

their comparative advantage and there is even weak evidence that domestic acquirers 

outperform foreigners by choosing better acquisition targets. In post-acquisition periods 

results maintain positive coefficients as before, but no significant differences from two 

different types of ownerships on the performance of the targets. 

As McGucking and Nguyen (1995), Weitzel and McCarthy (2011), and Arvanitis and 

Stucki (2014) point out, there is lack of research on small companies and some important 

insights might be obtained by differencing the companies by size. Also, this can be a valid 

reason for the different results obtained by various researchers. Thus, two more hypotheses 

were introduced and tested: 

Hypothesis 5: 

Large acquisition targets underperform relative to SMEs in pre-acquisition period. 

Hypothesis 6:  

After acquisition SMEs demonstrate higher performance improvement compared to large 

acquired companies. 

In order to test these hypotheses, the Sinani and Meyer (2004) method was used as 

example and the sample of all companies were divided into three subsamples based on the 
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size of the companies. Small, medium, and large companies were separated and individual 

results for each group obtained by comparing the acquired firms to non-acquired of the 

same size. Results meet the prior expectations arising from theory and literature overview 

and none of the two hypotheses are rejected. Small and medium companies compared to 

the non-acquired companies are on average 30% more productive comparing labour 

productivity in pre-acquisition stage, while large companies are not statistically different 

from the control group. In post-acquisition stage, SMEs follow general trend obtained in 

analysis for the sample of all companies and labour productivity difference continue to 

increase. Large firms do not show any significant differences in labour productivity 

compared to non-acquired firms. These results are in line with McGucking and Nguyen 

(1995) findings and primary idea that matching theory is more relevant in case of large 

companies and depending on company size the motives of acquisition may differ as well as 

the ability to improve performance in post-acquisition period. Sinani and Meyer (2004) 

also indicate that company’s size matters and find support that small companies benefit 

from - in their case foreign acquisition more than other two groups of companies. 

7. Conclusion 

In order to obtain additional insights into M&As research field, this paper analyses how 

mergers and acquisitions affect post-acquisition performance of the target companies from 

the Baltic States acquired in years 2008-2010. Also, in order get the full view, pre-

acquisition productivity is also evaluated as it gives some indications on the possible 

motives of companies engaging in M&As. Also, differentiation between foreign and 

domestic acquirers is made as well as small, medium, and large companies divided into 

separate samples.  

The most prominent theories explaining possible outcomes of M&As were overviewed and 

discussed in the theoretical framework part. These can be divided into two broad groups of 

value increasing and value decreasing motives. It is expected that value from M&As can 

be generated by operating and managerial synergies or by exploiting consumer surplus, 

while diminishing post-acquisition performance can be explained by management mistakes 

(poor evaluation and decisions when choosing targets) or opportunistic behaviour. While 

possible explanations of different post-acquisition outcomes are quite straightforward, 
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intuition behind the pre-acquisition performance levels is less clear. In case of well 

performing targets, it is expected that M&As activity is driven by efficiency gains from 

combining assets and expertise, however researchers repeatedly report that targets 

underperform compared to other companies in the market, thus it became apparent that not 

only poor post-acquisition performance needed explaining theories. Lichtenberg and Siegel 

(1987) provided framework known as matching theory of ownership change which 

indicates that companies acquire plants with lower performance levels due to expectation 

to generate gains by making right match between management of acquirer and poorly 

managed valuable assets of the target. As expected, literature review did not give clear 

indication which effects dominate and what outcomes should be expected. However, some 

implications on expected outcomes were obtained and based on theories and empirical 

research six hypotheses were developed which were tested in the analysis part. 

Methodology part provided description of the data sampling and analysis methods. The 

large sample from three Baltic States was generated containing 206 acquisition targets, 

which changed ownership during 2008-2010 years’ period and control sample of 15 920 

non-acquired companies. Data on company ownership, financial records, and industry 

were obtained for the extensive period of 8 years from 2006 to 2013 in order to make it 

possible to observe the companies at least two years prior to acquisition and three years 

after. Three different models were constructed with different dependent and independent 

variables in order to capture the changes in performance of the targets. Models were 

estimated using logit regression, ordinary least squares (OLS), and generalized least 

squares (GLS) methods. GLS method was chosen in order to account for such panel data 

issues as heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.  

Empirical results were presented and discussed in the analysis part. Three sets of 

hypotheses were tested and evaluated afterwards. In regards to the full sample analysis the 

findings indicate that acquisition targets with higher productivity were more likely to 

experience ownership change. Further analysis was also consistent with these findings 

indicating that targets were more productive compared to non-acquired companies in pre-

acquisition stage. This result was robust for different model specifications, estimation 

techniques and varying labour productivity ratios. Such findings gave insights that in the 

Baltic States context the matching theory may have limited explanatory power and 

efficiency motives are more relevant in explaining pre-acquisition performance.  
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In case of post-acquisition performance, the results were in line with expectations and most 

of the empirical research confirms the expectation that targets experience improvement in 

productivity after acquisition. Acquisition targets, which were more productive in pre-

acquisition period, improve their productivity at faster rate compared to non-acquired 

companies. These findings are robust and hold when controlling for firm specific effects 

and industry, competition, year and region effects. As theory of efficiency gains indicates, 

these improvements in labour productivity are due to synergy gains which are obtained 

when combining the assets of two companies and getting higher value than operating 

separately. Thus, acquirers not only obtain more productive companies, but manage to 

increase productivity compared to non-acquired companies.  

In order to gain additional insights behind the drivers of positive gains by the targets from 

M&As, it is expected that origin of acquirer may have significant impact. Thus, the 

ownership variable was modified and additional dummy variables accounting for different 

origin of the acquirer were introduced. However, even though the models indicated some 

difference between effects of ownership on the targets, these were statistically 

insignificant. Only in pre-acquisition stage coefficient indicated that domestically acquired 

targets had higher labour productivity compared to targets acquired by foreign countries, 

although this value was significant at 10% level. Some explanations of these results can be 

that MNEs are not able to exploit their comparative advantage in the small transition 

economies, where SMEs dominate and local companies contain better information about 

the targets and are less likely to be exposed to value decreasing motives which arise due to 

separation of ownership and management. 

The final part of analysis provides results for the estimations based on three samples of 

small, medium, and large companies. The results for small and medium companies are 

quite similar to the ones obtained for the entire sample following the general trend that 

targets are more productive in pre-acquisition stage and have further improvement in 

productivity relative to the non-acquired companies in sample of companies of the same 

size. On the other hand, large companies do not show any significant differences from the 

reference group of large firms indicating that large acquired companies do not differ in pre-

acquisition stage and have no significant productivity improvements in post-acquisition 

stage. These findings support the idea offered by McGucking and Nguyen (1995) that 

companies of different size may be acquired due to different motives. As SMEs generally 
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are acquired when acquiring companies are seeking synergy gains, thus they choose the 

most productive companies, while when they acquire large companies they are more likely 

to settle for moderate levels of productivity expecting that managerial synergies will 

generate gains. Also, as large companies are more complex and costly to manage and 

restructure, the gains might take longer time to prevail. 

The research contributes to the M&A research by providing evidence in the context of 

small transition economies that companies with higher levels of labour productivity are 

more likely to become targets and their performance improve relative to non-acquired 

companies in post-acquisition period. Also, MNEs do not outperform the domestic 

acquirers and have the same influence on productivity of the targets. Finally, the size of the 

target company matters as SMEs seems to be benefiting more from M&As. Some 

implications for future research, which arise mainly due to limitations of the data 

availability, would be to account for additional estimation issues, identified by Gioia 

(2005) and Sinani and Meyer (2004), like endogeneity and selection bias. Also, the use of 

more informative productivity measure TFP can give additional insight on the target 

performance. Also, more information about acquirers could give additional explanatory 

power as such factors like acquirer’s country of origin or size could also have significant 

impact on target performance. 
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Appendix 1 
Table A.1 Baltic States descriptive statistics years 2012-2013 

  2012 2013 

  Estonia Latvia Lithuania Estonia Latvia Lithuania 

GDP per capita (million USD) 17.102 14.172 13.946 19.009 15.095 15.232 

GDP growth % 4.7 5 3.7 1.6 4.1 3.3 

Budget deficit/surplus 1.2 -3.3 -8.9 -0.2 -0.8 -3.1 

Population (million) 1.3 2.1 3 1.3 2.1 3 

Unemployment Rate (% of the 

Labor Force) 9.5 14.3 12.7 8.5 11.5 11.4 

Net migration (per thousand 

residents) -2.8 -5.8 -7.1 -2 -7.1 -5.7 

Trade balance (million USD) -1.379 -3.076 -1.451 -1.337 -2.921 -1.62 

Imports of Goods (million USD) 17411 17228 31969 18154 17628 35189 

Exports of Goods (million USD) 16124 14094 29640 16294 14511 32575 

Imports of Services (million USD) 3877 2595 4182 4268 2687 5170 

Exports of Services (million USD) 5422 4495 5842 5720 4828 7028 

FDI inflows 1.517 1.109 700 950 808 469 

Sources: Unctad; Tradingeconomics; Eurostat 
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Appendix 2 
Table A.2 Number of companies by industry 

Industry code and name 
Acquired 

companies 

Control 

sample 

 01. Crop and animal production, hunting and related service 

activities 2 709 

 02. Forestry and logging 3 324 

 08. Other mining and quarrying 1 109 

 10. Manufacture of food products 14 521 

 11. Manufacture of beverages 5 59 

 13. Manufacture of textiles 1 137 

 16. Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, 

except furniture; manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting 

materials 

3 702 

 17. Manufacture of paper and paper products 1 74 

 18. Printing and reproduction of recorded media 1 179 

 21. Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and 

pharmaceutical preparations 1 23 

 22. Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 1 226 

 23. Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 3 186 

 24. Manufacture of basic metals 2 27 

 25. Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery 

and equipment 4 516 

 26. Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 1 89 

 27. Manufacture of electrical equipment 2 88 

 29. Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 1 58 

 30. Manufacture of other transport equipment 2 33 

 33. Repair and installation of machinery and equipment 2 199 

 35. Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 7 170 

 36. Water collection, treatment and supply 2 43 

 38. Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials 

recovery 4 131 

 41. Construction of buildings 4 840 

 42. Civil engineering 5 469 

 45. Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and 

motorcycles 2 867 

 46. Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 15 1468 

 47. Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 15 1941 

 49. Land transport and transport via pipelines 4 1454 

 50. Water transport 1 24 

 51. Air transport 2 16 

 52. Warehousing and support activities for transportation 9 521 

 55. Accommodation 4 210 

 58. Publishing activities 6 157 
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 60. Programming and broadcasting activities 2 31 

 61. Telecommunications 4 105 

 62. Computer programming, consultancy and related activities 6 269 

 63. Information service activities 1 81 

 64. Financial service activities, except insurance and pension 

funding 8 78 

 66. Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance 

activities 10 86 

 68. Real estate activities 8 843 

 69. Legal and accounting activities 4 194 

 70. Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities 1 135 

 71. Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and 

analysis 6 442 

 72. Scientific research and development 2 38 

 73. Advertising and market research 9 271 

 77. Rental and leasing activities 1 136 

 80. Security and investigation activities 2 171 

 82. Office administrative, office support and other business 

support activities 5 97 

 85. Education 1 242 

 92. Gambling and betting activities 3 29 

 93. Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 3 102 
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Appendix 3 

Dependent and independent  variables: 

Acquiredi – ownership change dummy variable with the value of 1 if company was acquired and 0 

if company was not acquired 

LPijt – labour producvitivy of i company in j sector at time t 

RLPijt – relative labour producvitivy of i company in j sector at time t, obtained by dividing firm‘s 

productivity by average industry productivity 

ADLPijt – industry adjusted labour producvitivy of i company in j sector at time t, obtained by 

substracting average industry productivity from firm productivity 

LPij 2006 – labour productivity in the year 2006 of i company in j sector 

Emij 2006 – number of employees of the company in the 2006 of i company in j sector 

LPij 2007 – labour productivity in the year 2007 of i company in j sector 

Emij 2007 – number of employees of the company in the 2007 of i company in j sector 

HIit - Herfindhal index of i company in j sector at time t measures concentration in the 

industry and is calculated by taking square of each company’s share in the market and 

summing the results. The higher the HI index the higher is concentration in the industry. 

ROAijt – Return on assets for i company in j sector at time t is profit to assets ratio (profit/assets) 

Dindustry – dummy variable for industries at two digit level (51 industries)  

Dyear – dummy variable for years 2006-2013 

Dregion – dummy variable for regions: Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia 

T-2 – dummmy variable equal to 1 when company was acquired in two years and 0 otherwise 

T-1 – dummmy variable equal to 1 when company was acquired in one year and 0 otherwise 

T0 – dummmy variable equal to 1 when company was acquired at this year and 0 otherwise 

T1 – dummmy variable equal to 1 when company was acquired one year ago and 0 otherwise 

T2 – dummmy variable equal to 1 when company was acquired two years ago and 0 otherwise 

T3 – dummmy variable equal to 1 when company was acquired three years ago and 0 otherwise 

Foreign – dummy variable equal to 1 if company i at industry j was acquired by foreign company 

Domestic – dummy variable equals to 1 if company i at industry j was acquired by domestic 

company 
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Appendix 4 

Table A.3 Logit regression of ownership change of year 2006 

 
Notes: Standard errors are presented in parentheses. Dependent variable is dummy variable Acquiredi with 

value 1 for acquired companies and 0 for non-acquired; type of labour productivity used in estimation is 

indicated in the parenthesis below the type of regression 

* Significant at 10 percent level 

** Significant at 5 percent level 

*** Significant at 1 percent level 

 

 

 

 

Linear     

(LP)

Non Linear 

(LP)

Linear   

(RLP)

Non Linear 

(RLP)

Linear 

(ADLP)

Non Linear 

(ADLP)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

LP2006 0,0004** 0,0030*** 0,0328*** 0,2488*** 0,0003** 0,0025***

(0,0002) (0,0009) (0,0114) (0,0599) (0,0001) (0,0008)

Em2006 0,0017*** 0,0027*** 0,0019*** 0,0032*** 0,0019*** 0,0033***

(0,0003) (0,0005) (0,0002) (0,0004) (0,0002) (0,0004)

LP2006
2

-1,12E-06** -0,0060** -9,02E-07*

(5,80E-07) (0,0026) (5,01E-07)

Em2006
2

-4,37E-07*** -4,72E-07*** -4,75E-07***

(9,81E-08) (9,75E-08) (9,71E-08)

LP2006*Em2006 3,92E-06 3,12E-05 4,54E-07

(2,69E-06) (0,0002) (2,45E-06)

Constant -6,4015*** -6,7045*** -4,1863*** -4,6535*** -4,1513*** -4,3786***

(1,0103) (1,0128) (0,1548) (0,1818) (0,1541) (0,1670)

Industry dummies Yes Yes

Region dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

McFadden R
2

0,14 0,16 0,06 0,08 0,06 0,08

LR statistic 240,3721 275,4074 102,8407 143,1395 100,7492 135,7740

Prob(LR statistic) (0,0000) (0,0000) (0,0000) (0,0000) (0,0000) (0,0000)

Number of observations 12114 12114 12114 12114 12114 12114


